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UPS President Philip Phibbs swears in ASUPS President Chris Carletti, former 
ASUPS President Lyle Gelbach stands in the background. photo by ted parker 
new officers 
take oaths 
The assembled crowd of students 
in the Great Hall let out a big roar 
when outgoing ASUPS President Lyle 
G e I bach announced that Chris 
Carletti had been elected, by almost a 
two to one margin, as his successor. 
Scott Nelson, Carletti's opponent, 
sitting at the table nearest the 
microphone, joined in the applause. 
Carletti was sworn in, before the 
multitude, by UPS President Dr. 
Philip Phibbs. Afterwards Carletti 
gave a short, seemingly 
made-up-on-the-spot speech in which 
he thanked the students for voting 
and for voting for him. 
He also said, "I hear we had a 
really good turnout this year, and it 
couldn't have been worse than last." 
This caused laughter in the audience 
and a cry from Gelbach, who was 
standing nearby. 
Carletti concluded with, "I hope 
we can really have a good year next 
year. Thank you." 
The Presidential swearing-in last 
Friday had been preceded by 
announcements that both the 
initiatives had passed, Malcolm 
Turner was elected six-month 
senator, 	 Doug Gillespie, Terry 
Mc Kel ler, Craig Allison, 	 Lloyd 
Zimmerman and Merry Hoffmeyer 
were elected one-year senators, Jim 
Brown was elected Business Vice 
President and Fred Grimm elected 
Executive Vice President. 
complete election results page 2 
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on to evansville 
ups beats und by 3 
by matt mccully 
The University of Puget Sound basketball Loggers earned a trip to the 
National Championships in Evansville, Indiana with a spine-tingling 80-77 
victory over the University of North Dakota last Monday night in the 
Field house. 
The NCAA quarterfinal win, played in front of a near capacity UPS crowd, 
placed UPS in the semi-final game Thursday night against defending NCAA 
Division 2 champion, Old Dominion. The winner of that game will play 
tonight at 9:00 for the national championship, with the loser playing tonight 
at 7:00 for third or fourth place in the nation. 
The game was well played and was close as most people thought it would 
be, with the outcome in doubt until the final second. 
Two free throws by Rick Walker with one second left iced the Logger win, 
after a North Dakota shot by David Dickey had fallen short with four ticks 
remaining. A bucket would have given the Sioux an 88-87 lead, and for most 
parts, the ball game. Walker ended up with the rebound after a scramble for 
the lose ball, and was fouled immediately, setting up the game clinching free 
throws. 
.t was poetic justice that Walker, the 6-5 sophomore from East Bremerton, 
should tally the last two UPS points. He finished as the game high scorer with 
21 points, including several key buckets during the contest which kept the 
Loggers in the game. 
Ironically, it was Dickey whose missed shot could have won it for North 
Dakota. The 6-1 junior guard had hit three long jumpers in the last two 
minutes to bring the Sioux back in the game. Jim Goodrich and Mark Lindhal 
led U.N.D. with 20 points each. 
Four Loggers finished in double figures, and all eight that played 
contributed to the UPS triumph. Following Walker was center Curt Peterson 
with 19 points, and Tim Evans, who scored six straight Logger points in the 
last two minutes, with 14 points. Brant Gibler didn't miss a shot all night and 
finished with 12 points and a Logger high, nine rebounds. 
It was the 25th win of the year for UPS against 7 losses. This marked the 
first year in Logger cage history that a team has won 25 games, and never 
before has a UPS basketball squad reached the national semi-finals. 
UPS earned the right to play in and host the quarterfinal game against 
North Dakota, with wins last Wednesday and Thursday nights for the West 
Coast Regional championship. 
The Loggers captured the Regional championship with a 75-65 win over 
Bakersfield State on Thursday night (March 11). Curt Peterson led the Loggers 
with 16 points, Brant Gibler hit for 14, and A.T. Brown and Rick Walker each 
scored 12 points in the Loggers title win. It was the second straight year that 
UPS has reached the Regional championship. 
The Loggers downed Cal-Poly Pomona in the semi-final game on 
Wednesday night (March 101, enabling them to play in the championship tilt 
against Bakersfield State. Tim Evans bombed in 20 points from long range for 
the Loggers, and Rick Walker added 15 points in the UPs win. Curt Peterson 
scored 13 points and had a game high 13 rebounds. 
Jimmy Stewart (14) sinks a basket during the first half. 	 photo by karl ohls 
by kevin russell 
If you had $$99,000 to spend wisely and effectively 
on the university, on which areas would you concentrate? 
This is essentially the question posed to Philip Phibbs, 
President of UPS, by the Finance Committee. 
Last year the Finance Committee of the Board of 
Trustees revised its investment policy for the University 
Endowment Fund. In prior years, as explained by Lloyd 
Stuckey, vice president of the university, the investment 
policy has been to sustain the capital against inflation 
erosion and not to disturb the corpus of theendowment, 
(university old rate of return on the investment - 4'4/5%). 
"We were always saving for the future, before this 
investment change was made. A donor would make a 
contribution, we would add this to the University 
Endowment, and the school would only see 4Y, or 5% of 
that donation," claims Stuckey. "We have now changed 
our investment objectives,to that of earning all we can," 
(university new rate of return on investment - 7%/8%). 
Because of the new investment, the Finance 
asups committee 
ASUPS committee signups will be starting on Monday, 
March 22 through Friday. March 26; and the week 
following Spring Break, April 5 through April 9. Signup 
sheets will be posted in the SUB and the Union Avenue 
Tunnels. 
Positions up for grabs include: committee sign-ups and 
heads; the Board of Trustee Instruction, Building & 
Grounds, Religious Life, Extension and Development and 
Athletic Board Committees. 
Administration Advisory Committee openings include: 
Housing and Student Facilities, Admissions, and 
Committee recommended and the Board of Trustees 
decided that any additional annual income (over 
$240,000) obtained by this policy would be put into an 
Enrichment Fund. The following is the recommendation 
made by the committee concerning use of the funds: 
"That each year the university administration will 
recommend the programs and projects which will be 
supported by income by the Endowment Funds. These 
programs and projects should be ones which will have a 
major impact on the quality of the institution and are 
clearly identifiable." 
In an interview with vice president Stuckey he stressed 
the word indentifiable. "We feel that when one 
contributes to an institution he/she wants us to use that 
gift. This is why we plan to use this fund to enhance 
specific areas of the University and make our donors' 
contributions Identifiable." 
The administration has $99,000 this year ($29,000 
from overflow last year and an expected $70,000 this 
continued on page 3 
assignments start 
President's Advisory Committees. 
Faculty Senate Committee openings include: Faculty 
Senate, Academic Standards, Advising, Curriculum, 
Honors Program and Academic Awards, Teachei• 
Education, Overseas Pi ogram, Winterim, Library, 
University Lectures, Continuing Education Program, 
Committee on Honarary Degrees, Interdisciplinary Major, 
Student Court, Artist and Lecture Series, Legislative 
Assistants, Board of Student Communications, Elections, 
Legal Advising, President's Council, and SUB Space Usage 
Committees. 




Chris Carletti 	 72 332 	  404 
Scott D. Nelson 	 123 97 	  220 
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT 
Fred Grimm 	 136 177 	  313 
John Campbell 	 46 227 	  273 
BUSINESS VICE PRESIDENT 
Jim Brown 	 132 194 	  326 
Eileen Galt 	 59 197 	  256 
SENATORS— ONE YEAR TERM (five were elected.) 
1. Doug Gillespie 	 135 289 	  424 
2. Terry McKellar 	 64 180 	  244 
3. Lloyd Zimmerman 	 90 152 	  242 
4. Craig R. Allison 	 71 166 	  237 
5. Merry Hoffmeyer 	 26 170 	  196 
Jeff Jahns 	 44 137 	  181 
Gordon Buford 	 28 127 	  155 
David Jahn 	 78 65 	  143 
Gregg Rodgers 	 65 77 	  142 
Judson Watts 	 53 37 	  90 
SENATORS - SIX MONTH TERM (Two positions were open, but due to 
an election controversy, currently before the election review board, only one 
winner was officially certified. 
1. Malcolm Turner 	  64 	  254 	  318 
James King Jr. 	  32 	  158 	  190 
Write-ins: 
Bruce Reid 
	  45 	  101 	  146 
George Matelich 	  .38 	  63 	  101 
INITIATIVES 
Should all increases in student fees be submitted to the entire student body 
for approval. 
Yes 	  180 	  373 	  553 
No 	  15 	  31 	  46 
Should student fees be raised during the 1976-1977 school year from $18 
to $25 per semester. 
Yes 	  101 	  246 	  347 
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Now Jackson comes in for weekly 
treatments on his hair, getting what 
Vagelis calls a blow-dry hair style. 
The style is combed down in front to 
help cover Jackson's receding 
hairline. 
senator's election invalidated 
page 2 puget sound trail march 19, 1976 
jackson uses beauty parlor 
(ZNS) One of the best-kept 
secrets on Capitol Hill is that the 
Senate Beauty Parlor regularly 
beautifies 30 Senators--all of them 
men. 
A look at the customer roster of 
the parlor, which traditionally caters 
to women, shows that such Senators 
as Mississippi's John Stennis, 
Nevada's Howard Cannon, and 
Washington's Warren Magnuson have 
become regular visitors. 
The most frequent customer turns 
out to be Democratic Presidential 
hopeful Henry "Scoop" Jackson. 
Jackson recently underwent facial 





	  Cut Flowers 
Corsages 
3810 N 26th— 752-4250 
HAIRCUT AND STYLE 
AT A SAVINGS 
MOLER BARBER SCHOOL 
1122 BROADWAY PLAZA 
627-4390 
by karl ohls 
The ASUPS Stugent Election Board invalidated James 
King Jr.'s election as a Senator following the voting last 
week. 
King placed second in the balloting in the Senator  - six 
month term category. Two positions were open. Malcolm 
Turner was the only certified winner. Two write-in 
candidates, Bruce Reid and George Matelich, placed 
behind King. 
Former Executive Vice President and Election Board 
Chairman Mike Wiesmann explained that King was not 
certified because of a flyer he alledgedly distributed on 
election day. The flyer, headlined: 'Who is George 
Matelich?", stressed the qualifications of Malcolm Turner 
and James King, and urged people, "Don't vote for the 
unknown candidate." 
by torn matson 
Tuition is on the increase. A jump of nearly $300 in 
tuition, rising travel costs, and inflationary living expenses 
bring the total cost of attending UPS to about $4000 next 
year. 
The student bears the brunt of filling the UPS budget. 
About 87% of all operating costs come from tuition. 
New students are essential for continued education at 
this university. 
Ed Bowman, director of admissions, is our key to new 
students. He and his staff travel to 1060 high schools in 
21 different states presenting UPS as a choice of 





30, 1976. Cash 
value 1/204. 
Turner gave the board a statement saying the use of 
his name on the flyer was completely unauthorized. 
Wiesmann said the flyer wasn't that derogatory, the 
board's concern was -what effect it had on the voting for 
George Matelich." 
Currently, the board has decided to hold a new 
election for the position. The election would also be used 
to fill the seat of Jeff Smith, who recently resigned from 
the Student Senate. 
Turner and King, however, have filed a complaint 
against the board's action with the Student Court. 
Turner said he felt this would be a "good test case to 
determine how much power these people (the board) 
have." He said King's alleged violation was not covered in 
the election code. 
universities. He states, "Academic programs, small classes, 
the Puget Sound environment, Alumni, and the catalog 
appeal most to prospective students." 
In five days on the road, one spokesperson will visit 25 
high schools, and as a team of three they hit 75 schools. 
Other private schools in this area achieve lesser goals. 
Last year there were 1521 accepted applicants; about 
600 actually agreed to attend UPS as freshmen. 
This complements President Philip Phibbs "stable 
population" policy. He seeks to have 2800 fulltime 
equivalent students attend UPS each year, no more, no 
less. 
continued on page 3 
recruiters work to bring in students 
Pizza Haven 
makes house calls. 
Use the coupon below to save soc 
Be it ever so humble, there's no place like home to eat pizza. 
So call Pizza Haven any time after 5 p.m. and we'll bring a 
hot pizza right to your door. Choose from 16 toppings—
hundreds of combinations! If you want, we'll also bring spa-
ghetti dinners, Checkered Chick Fried Chicken, salads and 
soft drinks. Call tonight! 
I Save WO 
on any Pizza Haven home delivery. 
Tacoma 
	 2803 6th Ave. 	 383-1797 
Lakewood 
	
6007 100th S.W. 	 584-5881 
Federal Way In the Sea-Tac Mall 	 839-1520 
Puyallup 	 505 N. Meridian 	 848-2366 
u•e1A1101110 _c 
4- moors :44 
co 
GRAND OPENING 
Brake shoes $3.99 exchange most cars 
FREE DRAWING MARCH 30 
1 case Pennzoil, your choice plus 
4 filters to fit your car 
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a buyer's market" 
by lynne brown 
Job hunting is an ongoing dilemma for graduating 
seniors. 
Director of Career Services at UPS, Robert Denomy, 
says interviewers coming to the campus purposely 
interview a lot of people and can afford to be selective. 
Because a large number of college graduates with BA's 
and no experience are qualified for employment it creates 
what Denomy called "a buyer's market." 
Out of a maximum of 26 students interviewed when a 
recruiter comes, approximately 1 or 2 are invited for a 
second interview. 
Career Services schedules appointments primarily for 
senior to meet with representatives from firms, companies 
or school districts that are looking for future employees. 
However, because the job market is so crowded employers 
usually do not have to go looking for applicants instead 
applicants go to them. 
Often when interviewers come, they are looking for 
individuals to fill future, anticipated needs instead of 
people for particular positions. 
The eighth annual meeting of the Pacific Northwest 
Conference of British Studies will be held at UPS on 
Thursday and Friday, April 15 and 16th, bringing about 
one hundred and fifty scholars on the campus. In making 
the announcement, Professor David Smith, the local 
arrangements chairman, noted 'that this is one of the most 
important regional conferences held in the Northwest for 
historians and literary scholars. "The scholarly papers 
presented here are later published in the national journal, 
The Albion, and the forum annually attracts scholars 
from all over the nation. In fact, this year there will even 
be one professor on leave from University College, 
Dublin," Dr. Smith noted. 
The meetings will begin at 1 pm, on Thursday, 
followed by an informal reception and no-host dinner 
recruiters work 
A no growth environment guarantees the attributes of 
UPS,--small classrooms, personal attention and maximum 
learn ing. 
Administrators are concerned how the tuition hike 
will effect the rate of incoming students. Last year the 
percentage of students accepted and admitted fell. It 
could do the same this year. 
One factor on the plus side is that trustee scholarships 
are available for freshmen. To qualify, the student's GPA 
is multiplied by 200 and the verbal and math scores on 
the SAT tests are added. If the total is above 1900, a 
scholarship of $1000 is automatically granted. In Fall 
1975, 156 freshmen were granted trustee scholarships. 
The "campus day" program is helpful in attracting 
new students. A prospective student is paired with an 
undergraduate who shows him the facilities, classrooms, 
introduces him to professors and helps him get to know 
funds freed 
year). The president, on Janurary 20 sent a memo to 
faculty members and Student Senate asking from 
suggestions due January 20. Some of the suggestion are: 
visiting professor lectures, computer enrichment, 
mini-sabbaticals, assist undergraduates in research, 
improving film and sound equipment in McIntyre Hall, 
enrichment of theatre program, travel for faculty 
enrichment, par course, living group cultural enrichment 
fund and more 
Denomy said one of the greatest mistakes an 
interviewee makes is to be unprepared for the interview. 
Qualifications looked for in an applicant are attitude, 
interest shown in company by having a brief background 
of it, appearance in the sense of neatness and personal 
goals. 
Representatives do not seem to be interested in grades 
but weigh more heavily qualifications of experience, 
background, part time employment and involvement with 
campus activities. 
Career Services' goal is to help students with an idea of 
how they would like to be employed and then provide or 
lead them to opportunities where they can find it. 
Denomy said recently they have had good results for 
accounting, physical sciences and occupational therapy 
degrees. There has been some problem placing education 
majors due to the fields' overpopulation but they can 
usually be helped when they think of alternative 
occupations to practice their skills. 
Students interested in job interviews should check 
with Career Services in the library. 
that evening. On Friday, there will be day-long meetings 
and a conference luncheon, to be followed by the major 
address given by Dr. George Rousseau, professor of 
Eighteenth Century Studies, at the University of 
California at Los Angeles. He will speak on "John Hill: 
Eighteenth Century Renaissance Man." In addition, Dr. 
Smith and Dr. Robert Garratt, of the departments of 
History and English, respectively, will present papers, and 
the Literature ii Section will be chaired by Dr. Rosemary 
T. VanArsdel, Department of English. 
The conference is open to the public, for a registration 
fee of $2.50, and a luncheon reservation may be made for 
$3.75. A limited number of student "passes" will be 
available. (See "Off-the-Cuff.") 
continued from page 2 
the university better. 
Bowman explains that word-of-mouth advertising has 
increased out-of-state attendance. For example, ;r1 1970 
there were six freshmen from Colorado, today there are 
25. He attributes this to alumni acting as representatives 
of the university. 
In the last six years, the complexion of 	 UPS 
students has changed from a 90% commuter population, 
to a 50% out of state residency. Students come from all 
50 states, and 27 foreign countries. Most out of state 
students come from California, Hawaii, Oregon, and 
Colorado, respectively. 
The quality of the student registering at UPS is on the 
rise. Of 1244 freshmen applying for Fall '76 admitance, 
the average GPA is 3.33. Of these 38% and 3.5 and above 
and 44% of these rank in the top 10% at their schools. 
continued from page I 
The Advisory Committee has further narrowed this list 
with the top 6 priorities being 11McIntyre Hall 
equipment, 2/Distinguished lecturers, 3) More terminals 
for new computer, 41Travel for faculty enrichment, 
5/Competitive research fund for students, and 61Living 
group cultural enrichment fund. 
The Finance Committee meets Tuesday, March 23 to 
decide which areas would most highly benifit from this 
Enrichment Fund.  
rally squad voted $1,200 
The newly elected ASUPS officers began their terms of office in a generous 
mood Tuesday night, March 16. They appropriated $1,200 so the Rally Squad 
could travel to Evansville, Indiana and cheer the UPS basketball team in the 
National Championships. 
Four cheerleaders, Eileen Galt, Sherry Dundei, Elaine Kittinger and Jill 
VVark, appeared before the Student Senate to ask for the appropriation. They 
said the transportation cost for five would be $1,500, but that they had 
already raised $300. They said all they wanted was travel expenses; they 
would pay all other costs themselves. 
A motion was made that up to $1,200 be appropriated to the Rally Squad 
for travel expenses to Evansville with the provision that they hold a 
fund-raising event before the end of spring to pay back some of the money, if 
possible, to the account it came out of. The money was taken out of the 
equipment purchasing account. 
The motion passed unanimously with ASUPS President Chris Carletti and 
Executive Vice President Fred Grimm abstaining. 
In the pre-vote discussion Carletti asked the Senate to consider all othei 
organizations that didn't get funded and their probable reaction to the 
proposed action. 
After the motion passed, Senator Malcolm Turner proposed a resolution 
that would explain the Senate action was done in support of the team. 
(Ed's note—The cheerleaders left for Evansville Wednesday night.) 
Other Senate activities included electing Paula Plamondon Senate 
Chairperson Pro-tern. She will preside over the meeting whenever 
Grimm isn't there, 	 or whenever he relinquishes his seat. 
Turner proposed an overhaul of the election review board. An ad hoc' 
election rules committee was set up to study and make recomendations on the 
situation. Official Senate notebooks were passed out to the new members. 
Former ASUPS President Lyle Gelbach gave pen sets to this past year's 
senators and executive officers. 
trustee board denies 
kups-fm priority status 
by michael george 
Here follows another chapter in the long and involvea ‘iga of the struggle 
of KUPS radio to achieve the status of FM operations. 
Last Friday, the Priorities and Planning Committee of the UPS Board of 
Trustees met in Seattle. Included in their day's business was a promotional 
presentation by Robert Reppas, the general manager of the campus radio 
station. Reppas gave the members of the committee a detailed analysis of what 
he believes are the benefits to the University and its surrounding community. 
For over a year now Reppas has been laboring with the intricate details of 
building such a station—the equipment needs have been researched, permission 
to use the ASUPS annex as a new and roomier location for the station has 
been obtained, the required FCC operating license is being processesed, and his 
staff has been involved with the creation of a music, news, and public service 
format suitable to an FM educational station. 
The station now lacks just one crucial ingredient: money-to the tune of 
$30,000. Those funds are desperately needed to purchase the required 
technical facilities. The equipment currently used in their AM carri9r current 
"broadcasts" is much too old and unsophisticated to generate an acceptable 
FM signal. 
Reppas states that he has been unable to succeed in having the KUPS—FM 
project made a University priority. He says that without this priority status, 
University officials are prohibited from providing great amounts of assistance 
in the search for FM funding. Reppas has been unable to convince UPS 
President Philip Phibbs to add the needs of the radio station to his list of 
priority recommendations for the University. (The current list of priority 
recommendations was published in last week's TRAIL.) 
By taking his case to the Priorities and Planning Committee, Reppas had 
hoped to convince a majority of the members to recommend to the general 
Board (which has ultimate responsibility in matters of University priorities) 
that KUPS-FM be given its essential priority status. Reppas took with him to 
the meeting seven letters of support from members of the UPS faculty and 
what he believes to be the solid backing of the majority of the students. 
The crucial meeting was not a total success. After listening to the 
presentation, the Committee declined to vote to reccommend to the general 
Board that KUPS-FM be given priority status. 
Reppas, however, feels that the meeting was beneficial to his project. He 
states that although the Committee declined to take formal action on behalf 
of the station, it did agree to supply "informal aid." This aid will consist 
primarily in the formation of a "task force" whose responsibility it will be to 
involve UPS alumni and assorted other interested persons (especially those in 
the communication field) in a non-university directed search for the essential 
funding. 
Reppas believes that the task force will provide a much-needed "fresh 
input" into an old and vexing problem. He reports that he has already received 
expressions of interest from several of the alumni who attended last Friday's 
meeting. 
The general manager's immediate goals include the continued contacting of 
interested individuals before the Spring break, so that when school resumes 
after the vacation the work of the newly-formed task force can begin in 
earnest. 
Reppas refuses to set a date for the beginning of FM operations, but says 
that KUPS-AM will continue to broadcast until at least the end of this year. 
He feels that his staff is behind him, and will continue to work despite the 
limited facilities and small listening audience. When questioned about the need 
for ASUPS funding for possible AM operations in the Fall of 1976, Reppas 
stated that it is his belief that as long as there is a resonable chance that K UPS 
Ity .1111 ifldipii,./-/41.2.138. shoiii4d.ciirraU9u4t, E4bt,atiÔfl. 
career services helps find jobs 




from a cold. 
An infection that 
means a day in bed for a 
normal child is a threat 
to the life of a child with 
leukemia. Once, leuke-
mia victims lived only a 
few months. Now, in 
some cases, we can pro-
long lives a few years. 
But leukemia is still a 
major cause of disease 
arm death in children 
between the ages of 3 
and 14. 
We want to save every 
leukemia victim. We 
can't without a healthy 
contribution from you. 
We want to wipe out 
cancer in your lifetime. 











LAW SCHOOL FUNCTION I 
LAW SCHOOL SPONSORED GATHERING 
OF ALL UPS STUDENTS 
- MAIN CAMPUS 
& LAW SCHOOL 
FREE FOOD 
FREE REFRESHMENTS - FREE BEER 
LIVE BAND "RITES OF SPRING" 
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS 
9:00 pm - 2:00 am 
' 
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klindt leads russian tour panel ponders angola 
by torn alien 
The University of Puget Sound is sponsoring tours to 
Russia, western and central Europe this summer to help 
students better understand foreign countries, their culture 
and language. 
Philip Klindt, a Russian and Slavic Linguistics 
professor at the University, and his wife, Linda, are 
organizing the Russian tour which begins June 1 and will 
last 99 days. The trip will feature visits to nine countries, 
with a majority of the time being spent in the Soviet 
Union and neighboring countries. Two other tours, one to 
Scandinavia and another one to Switzerland, Italy and 
Sicily are also planned for this summer. 
"Basically, the purpose of the tours is for the people 
involved to see Russia and western Europe." Klindt said. 
"We want to provide a tour that is lead by someone 
who is familiar with the history, culture, and language of 
the country." 
The trip, when fully organized, will include 
approximately 14 people or as Klindt says the equivalent 
of two volkswagen buses. Knowing the language is not a 
requirement, and anyone is eligible to go, including, 
non-students. However, Klindt said he does not want too 
large a group. 
So far six people have committed themselves, and 
three or four are still discussing matters with their 
parents. Klindt said he wants students who are interested 
to look into the tours. 
The entire journey will cost $2250, which will cover 
all expenses including food and lodging. Airplane fare will 
be an additional $429. The group will leave June 1 aboard 
the Canadian chartered "Lakers Airlines" out of 
too much thinking? 
by mike purdy 
"Will Carter or Jackson win the Democratic 
nomination or will the convention pick Humphrey 
again?" ... "Can man's behavior be conditioned and 
changed by his environment?" ... "Should the US 
continue its policy of detente?" ... "Is there a God and 
can we know Him?" ... "What is our responsibility 
toward the world in helping to feed the 
starving?" .. —Should the US get involved militarily in 
Angola?': .. "What type of lifestyles should we be living 
to help best conserve the world's resources?" .. 
The list could go on and on and on. Boy,  I don't know 
about you, but I sure get tired of such talk. I mean, that's 
all the talk you ever hear around here at UPS. It's such an 
intellectual climate. People always thinking and discussing 
world issues or issues of morality ..,. Constantly ... You 
can't escape it, especially among students living 
on-campus. Everybody must spend half the day just 
reading the newspapers and magazines and watching the 
news on TV to keep up with everything. And then 
spending time thinking about what they believe. 
Man, if this is what college is like, forget it.  I mean, 
you'd think that at least at meal times students could rest 
their minds from world affairs and morality and talk 
about things like tests, sports, keggers & functions. But, 
no. The discussion rages on even through meals. Really, 
when was the last time that you had a discussion when 
someone didn't ask you your opinion on something 
happening in the news or in society? 
Everyone seems to think that these issues are 
important and must be discussed at a university. People 
constantly seem to be trying to relate current events to 
things they're learning in classes. They seem to think they 
have a responsibility (or something like that) to be 
informed, and develop their own thinking about the 
world and how they view things ... 
We 	 .. maybe they're right to an extent  . . but, do 
they have to talk, eat and sleep things happening in the 
news and society? Can't they ever take a break and 
occasionally talk about the test next week in the class, or 
what they did over the weekend. 
Maybe they just need to spend less time in the library 
reading the newspapers.  I sure hope something happens. I 
mean, I don't want to understand too much of what's 
going on in the world., After all, the reason I'm . here at a 
university ts_to . learn .apikget an education  
Vancouver, B.C. Ninety-nine days and nine countries 
later, the group will leave London (September 7) and 
return to the United States. 
Klindt emphasizes that the group will not be binded to 
strict regulations once in Europe. 
"We want to allow a maximum amount of freedom for 
everybody," Klindt added. "We will not require everyone 
to visit the same cities because people's interest vary. 
"The reason we have such tours is to give some kind or 
organization (study groups) when learning about the area 
we are in. People get a lot more out of it this way. The 
tour will originate, after first passing through 
Czechoslovakia, in the southern half of Russia in Kiev, the 
capital of The Ukraine, the second largest of the Soviet 
Union's 15 provinces. After six days, the tour will drive 
over the Caucasus Mountains and into the provinces of 
Soviet Georgia and Armenia. 
Once across the Black Sea, the tour plans stops in 
Yalta and Odessa, before leaving the Soviet Union for 
Rumania, where the famed Dracula Castle is located. 
The group will then proceed to Bulgaria, northern 
Greece, Yoltoslavia, Hungary and (Vienna, Salzburg, 
Innsbruck) Austria. Switzerland, Paris and London will 
conclude the tour's travels in early September. 
Klindt said he expects to spend approximately one 
month in Russia, and one month each in western and 
central Europe. 
UPS is also sponsoring two shorter (45 day) tours. 
Mike Curley of the English Department is organizing a 
trip to Switzerland, Italy and Sicily. Jan Sogge, an ex-UPS 
student, is leading a tour to the Scandinavian countries of 
Denmark, Finland, Sweden and Norway. Both tours begin 
June 23. 
undertakers reach ultimate 
(ZNS)In what may be the ultimate in Bicentennial 
merchandising, an Indiana company is offering "red, 
white and blue caskets." 
The Jacwill Casket Company of Knightstown says its 
patriotic coffin is called "The Spirit of '76", and that it's 
catching on like crazy among undertakers around the US. 
The company reports that not only is the casket red, 
white and blue, but that it comes equipped with two tiny 
American flags inside. 
by kathy thurin 
"We are not experts, but Angola has more importance than it has been 
accorded at UPS. It's because of this neglect of the entire African situation 
that this panel has been formed," Dean Darrell Reeck explained during the 
opening comments of Tuesday's panel discussion focussing on the Angola 
Rhodesia situation. 
The panel consisted of four students. Professor Jai Kim and Reeck. They 
attempted to analyze the southern African conflicts from primarily an 
historical viewpoint. Each investigated a different aspect of the problem and 
provided those people attending the discussion with information and opinions 
reflecting their interest in this affair. The audience was allowed to ask 
questions at the conclusion of the panel's presentation. 
Dean Reeck had background facts on Angola and Rhodesia which 
emphasized the mistakes the US has made in our dealings with those countries. 
He said, "It's too bad the US tries to support colonialism longer than the 
colonialists themselves." 
He thought African politics had developed into a global chess game with 
the US and USSR as the principle players. He concluded his statements with 
six suggestions for changing future US foreign policy which he based on the 
idea that the strongest force now operating in Africa is not ideological, but 
nationalistic. He advocated cooperation and support of majority rule on the 
basis of mutual interest. 
Two speakers, Professor Jai Kim and Noah Mindamba, dealt with the 
problems of Rhodesia only. Kim was concerned with questioning the effects 
of emancipation on the Rhodesian population, especially the possibility of the 
demolition and alienation of the white culture present there. 
Midamba postulated the future doom of the Rhodesian government. His 
reasons were historically based. 
Eric Lindberg and Bob Martin investigated apartheid in South Africa, and 
its effects on the entire African predicament. Apartheid is the official policy 
of racial segregation practiced in the Republic of South Africa, which gives 
white the status of a privileged minority. 
The final panel member, Jim Parsons, gave what he called "an opinionated 
account of future US relations with Africa." He felt our only viable alternative 
was in economic dealings on an equal basis to gain stability. He does not deem 
Russian dominance of Africa as at all likely. Parsons stressed US cooperation 
and aid in developing the African states technologically. 
low interest cancels lovemaking '  
(ZNS) A University of South 	 Instructor W.M. Bryan says he has 
Carolina Professor reports that he has 
	
blames the lack of interest in his 
been forced to cancel a course in 	 course on the fact that sex 
."Lovemaking" because of a lack of 
	
discussions and even sex itself has 
student interest. 	 become more casual these days. 
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debate rages on 
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faculty discuss various curriculum proposals 
Editors Note: Due to the publication schedule, it was not 
possible to cover last Wednesday's faculty meeting about 
curriculum proposals in this weeks issue. However, full 
coverage of the March 17 meeting will be published in 
next weeks TRAIL. by becky white 
Eenie-meenie, minie-mo, for which core proposal do we go? 
The faculty, faced with ever-increasing options, is still 
a long way from deciding how to change the present 
curriculum. 
At the beginning of the Faculty Meeting Thursday, 
March 11, seven alternative core requirements proposals 
were before the faculty. 
After some discussion, the faculty unanimously 
decided they wanted a change. 
This left six proposals: 
the original Ad-Hoc Curriculum Committee 
proposal (see TRAIL article of January 23 for report on 
this and the Faculty Senate changes) 
an amended version from the Faculty Senate 
Professol Ernie Combs'proposal 
Professor RichardOverman's proposal 
blank (as President Philip Phibbs refers to his own 
p:oposal) 
Professors Darrell Medcalf and Keith Berry's 
proposal. 
The original proposal of the Ad-Hoc Curriculum 
Committee has eight sections. The primary area of 
controversy is section IV, Core Requirements for the 
Bachelor's Degree. 
Other areas of disagreement are: 
11 General Considerations—two amendments are 
proposed here so far 
Educational Goals for the University—one 
amendment 
Curriculum Review—one proposal makes additions. 
The major differences between the Ad-Hoc proposal 
and that of Faculty Senate are: 1) the number of units 
required in the major and related or supporting fields; 2) 
the number of additional units of credit allowed in major 
or supporting fields; 3) the approval of exceptions 
( Ad-Hoc states this may be done by the Dean and 
Curriculum Committee, whereas the Faculty Senate 
revision names themselves) and 4) the requiring of a 
Senior Seminar (the amended version omits this). 
Apart from the Senior Seminar, the core requirements 
are the same in these first two versions. They are: one 
unit each in Freshman Writing, Oral Communication, 
Introduction to Quantification. Uses of the Past, The 
Individual and Values and two units each in The Natural 
World and Society. 
Since the Combs' proposal was not considered by the 
faculty to be much different from the present system it 
was eliminated from consideration for the next meeting 
(March 17). 
The proposal by Professor Overman is the one 
generally considered unique from the other proposals. 
Assistant Dean Darrell Reeck expressed this quite aptly at 
the meeting. He began by saying that "each proposal has a 
philosophy either explicit or implied." 
The word most often used to describe Overman's was 
,
'metaphysical." While all of the others are "based on the 
pragmatic, technical view of the world." Overman's is 
"harmonizing, personalized, Hegelian," he said. 
Reeck went on to say that "we should put aside an 
ideological question of whether a world view is implied 
because a world view is implied in each proposal. 
Overman's proposal is more in line with the mainstream 
Liberal Arts tradition." 
The Assistant Dean raised the question: "Should 
institutional values be made explicit?" He responded that 
"Overman makes explicit value committments," as 
likewise do strong institutions. 
Overman's proposal itself deals with three of the 
sections of the Ad-Hoc Curriculum Committee report 
mentioned earlier. 
First of all, General Considerations, where he 
expounds upon the concept of "an enlightened person." 
He writes: "The University of Puget Sound desires to help 
each student develop into a strong, enlightened person, 
someone who appreciates the achievements of the past, 
discovers worth in the present, and is able to serve the 
future well." 
Next, Overman changes the "seven goals" of the 
University not because he believes they are wrong, but 
because "they are too small for us." He feels that "our 
curriculum should present each student clearly" with a 
number of importances--not just technical skills. "A 
narrower dedication to technical mental skills will, I 
believe, be a sure road to routine mediocrity." 
The third aspect of Overman's proposal is Core 
Requirements for the Bachelor's Degree. His four 
categories in this suggested revision are as follows: 
Communication—one course each in Written 
Communication, Oral Communication (possibly to 
include Non-Native Language), and Artificial Language; 
Nature—two courses—one each focused on the Living and  
the Non-Living World; Human Society—three courses 
focused on the Importance of the Human Past, Aspects of 
the Human Present and Prospects for the Human Future; 
and The Enlightened Person with courses focused on 
Artistic or Musical Experience, Religious or Philosophical 
Vision and Literary or Dramatic Expression (and possibly 
to include Non-Native Language here). 
Professor Medcalf stated that he "feels uncomfortable 
with that rhetoric" (of Overman's) and he and Professor 
Berry submitted their own proposal. This just deals with 
section IV on core requirements. 
This proposal includes one unit each in Written 
Communication, Oral Communication, Quantitative 
Skills, Historical Background, Personal Values and—the 
primary difference in this proposal other than the 
rubrics—Physical Activities, plus two units each in 
Scientific and Technological Framework and Social, 
Political and Economic Influences. 
The last proposal is that of President Phibbs who 
wrote his to "clear the air by outlining . .. the curriculum 
(he) would propose if that were (his) prerogative and 
responsibility" as he had "been hearing increasingly that 
the Ad-Hoc Curriculum Committee's proposal is being 
described as the President's plan." 
Phibbs added a few changes. He feels that exceptions' 
from major requirements should be granted by the Dean 
and the Curriculum Committee as advocated in the 
Ad-Hoc proposal—not by the Faculty Senate as they 
amended it. 
He further includes: 
"All advisors have a responsibility to insure that each 
student have adequate breadth in his or her program ." 
Phibbs says that he realizes "these are only words, but I 
hope that if we reiterate the idea frequently the concept 
may begin to become a part of our ethos." 
The President's actual coie requirements are 
comprised of one unit each in Written Communication, 
Uses of the Past, Quantification, Introduction to Politics 
and Economics, Values, and The World and 
Contemporary Problems; two units in Natural and 
Physical Science and Introduction to Potential Cultural 
Interests (only a possible title); and two activity credits in 
Recreational Activities. 
Under Phibbs' proposal, a special one-half unit of oral 
communication may be considered, a senior seminar 
approach may be used by professors and a foreign 
language course can perhaps be substituted for the 
Quantification requirement. 
        
   
analysis 
   
      
  
Obviously similarities exist among the various 
proposals. These differences are largely 
philosophical and semantical. Some proposals are 
more traditional, others allow for more 
interdepartmental experimentation. 
The faculty has been considering these ideas. 
They will be meeting again next Tuesday, 
Wednesday, and Thursday—March 23-25. 
One faculty member wondered if there was any 
way of asking students their opinions. A member 
of the Ad-Hoc committee remarked that students 
had already been told and they had until next 
week. 
I am inclined to disagree. There was no way to 
inform students prior to the meeting of March 17. 
(As of the March 11 meeting, TRAIL copy had 
already been sent to the publisher's.) Unless 
student Senate spreads the word in less than 24 
hours as notice of the Faculty meeting was 
announced at the March 16 Senate Meeting. 
I wonder now: if these proposals receive little 
or no student input, is it due to lack of 
information to the students or perhaps the 
traditional villain of student input—apathy— is at 
work once more. 
I admonish the faculty to discuss this with 
students—even in the classroom! This matter is 
vital. A change hasn't occurred in decades at this 
university and any changes may last for decades to 
come. 
As for students, the faculty is taking this 
matter very seriously. I suggest you do likewise. 
Raise these issues with professors, especially 
f reshmen and sophomores. Implementation 
(section VIII of the Ad-Hoc committee proposal) 
of the new curriulum is scheduled for Fall '77. 
This definitely will affect everyone at UPS. 
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Dear Editor, 
As you may know, the 
Population Institute sponsors 
two programs which involve 
college students, the Student 
Intern Program and the Campus 
Action Program. We are again 
seeking the help of college 
newspapers in reaching students 
who may be interested in 
applying for these programs. 
Many of our former interns 
and CAP students first heard of 
the programs through articles in 
their college papers. 
The Student Intern Program 
offers grants to college students 
who are interested in pursuing 
solutions to the population/fam-
ily planning problems of most 
importance in their states. The 
students work closely with state 
government and public and 
private interest groups on such 
issues as land-use planning, 
delivery of family planning 
services to minors, 
population/futures commissions, 
population and sex education, 
resources, etc. 
The Campus Action Program 
is designed to compliment the 
state policy focus on the Intern 
Program by assisting student in 
carrying out their own action 
projects of population awareness 
and policy change on the 
campus and community level. 
CAP students focus on many of 
the same issues as the Intern 
Program, as well as on other 
areas such as food, women's 
rights, alternate lifestyles, and 
global issues awareness. 
A brochure describing these 
programs is available from the 
Youth and Student Division, 
Population Institute, 110 
Maryland Avenue, ME, 
Washington, DC 20002. 
Sincerely, 
david baker and 
Jennifer williams 
...the shoe that fits? 
Perhaps its a case for F. Lee Bailey or perhaps a 
Wall Street wizard. 
While being taught how to keep clients out 
from behind bars, UPS law students have been 
locked into three years at the University of Puget 
Sound School of Law. 
Last month, in a memorandum from Dean 
Joseph Sinclitico, a new policy was announced 
concerning credits taken at other law schools; 
leaving the option for granting credit only to the 
discretion of the -Jean. 
According to administrators, the change stems 
from an almost $70,000 shortage in anticipated 
revenue from student fees last summer. Hather 
than attending the UPS summer session, students 
enrolled in the University of Washington Law 
program and saved themselves almost $1,000 in 
tuition fees. 
Offering only a limited evening program during 
summer session, the UPS Law School has now 
turned the key which incarcerates the nightowl 
students. 
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It was a good game, this past Monday's hoop 
battle which saw UPS defeat the University of 
North Dakota in the closing seconds. Our guys 
played hard and well, and the enthusiasm of the 
UPS cheering section was no doubt a factor in the 
outcome. We deserved to win. 
But there's no place for the war whoops and 
racial slander which has characterized some of the 
loudest cheering coming from our side of the 
floor. The university can not consider itself a 
center of academic enlightenment and equality 
and still support, or even allow, the brand of 
degradation that went on Monday night. 
Bob Eaglestaff, as was noted in the News 
Tribune, is part Indian. So when he was 
introduced by the announcer, or when he stepped 
to the line to take a foul shot, the war whoops 
started. And no one objected. 
At the recent Portland State game, their coach 
started a predominantly black team. Throughout 
the entire game, vicious racially-oriented 
comments stung the ears of the Portland State 
players. "Get those niggers off the floor!" "Those 
spooks can't play." Those were some of the milder 
hoots of the evening. And there were no 
objections. 
This is not the first time thpt this has 
happened, especially in Portland State versus UPS. 
The same disgusting display accompanied last 
year's game with that team, as a letter to the  
editor in the issue of the Trail immediately 
following the game attests. 
Perhaps this is all done in the name of school 
spirit, or as a harmless joke. Well, anyone with any 
degree of sensitivity or awareness would realize 
that they ruined the evening not only for the 
direct victims of this verbal trash, but many of 
those in the audience as well, who found it 
impossible to identify with the catcalls or anything 
they supported. 
Is UPS really the type of school where 
stomach-turning incidents of this nature can occur 
unchallenged? Will the Fieldhouse hereafter be 
known as a haven for cheap stabs at the 
opponents' racial background? 
It's probably true that the incessant and vicious 
tone of these comments contribute to the success 
of the ballplayers. Opposing players don't play in a 
vacuum, and cannot be completely successful at 
tuning out the rest of the world--at suppressing the 
rage they must share with this writer. 
The very assumption that UPS needs to employ 
such underhanded tactics to win a game lessens the 
stature of the team. The club is really a talented 
bunch of guys, and occurrences such as these serve 
only to taint their success. 
mike reed 
editorial 
	 off-campus news editor  
cheer bucks questioned 
Tuesday, the Student Senate appropriated $1,200 to the Rally 
Squad to pay air fare for five to and from Evansville, Indiana. This 
was so the cheerleaders could go cheer the UPS basketball team at 
the national finals. 
It was a completely different Student Senate from the ones at 
the beginning of the year. At that time many organizations went 
before it to eloquently plead for funds, justifying the proposed 
expenditure of every dollar. And then seeing the requests chopped 
down to a percentage of what was asked. Many worthwhile groups 
didn't receive any funds at all. 
Now, the Senate has discovered that the pennypinching at the 
beginning of the year has paid off in a few surplus dollars. So when 
four pretty cheerleaders showed up to ask for some of it, the Senate 
readily acquiesced. 
In the past the overriding concern, in ASUPS fund allocation 
was: what are the benefits to the student body? 
I see very little benefit for the students in using student money 
to send five cheerleaders on a trip to Evansville. 
The UPS team will win or lose on their ability as a team, on the 
skills they've built up playing together this past season, not on the 
presense of five extra supporters. 
There are going to be a number of fans there anyway-people who 
are paying for the trip out of their own pockets, not from a 
collective fund. 
Added to the Senate's motion was a provision that the Rally 
Squad be required to hold a fund-raising event to pay back some of 
the money to ASUPS. 
I wonder if anyone will hold them to this after the glow of the 
game wears off. At any rate fund-raising events at UPS haven't been 
that successful. The Guatemalan Relief effort was disappointingly 
short of the orginal goal. . 
If ASUPS has extra bucks to give away they should be 
distributed among the needy, broadly-based student organizations 
that got slashed in September. They're still out there and they could 
still use the money. 
Rally Squad is an exclusive club among students, open to only a 
few. 
karl ohls 
campus news editor 
	
edops 	  
racial slurs show ups spirit 
pop institute needs more students editorial 
reporter responds 
Dear Editor: 
I would like to point out an error in the "edops" sections of last 
weeks' TRAIL. 
Scott Nelson was incorrect in every sense of the word to say that 
I had misquoted him in a remark concerning the FSU in connection 
with the BSU speaker: "Chisolm would cost $2,000 plus expenses, 
she is available the desired date and the Feminist Student Union 
(FSU) also wanted her." (taken from February 27 issue of the 
TRAI L). 
Dear Mr. Nelson, you did in fact state that the FSU "wanted 
her" in an interview with me. But that is beside the point. I will 
demur to this statement of fact. The issue we are concerned with is 
that you accused me of misquoting you when in fact I hadn't even 
quoted you. 
If you would care to read the story on the front page of the 
February 27 issue of TRAIL, there is no mention of Scott Nelson 
saying that FSU wants Chisolm. But in fact it reads " ... and the 
Feminist Student Union (FSU) also wanted her." (THIS IS A 
QUOTE). 
If indeed I had misquoted you, Mr. Nelson, you made no attempt 
to contact me or request a retraction during the two week period 
from February 27 to March 12. And it was not until the FSU denied 
speaking with you that you decided to clear the name of Scott 
Nelson and libel mine while cleverly announcing upcoming artists 
and lectures and correcting me in the same letter. All of this of 
course occurring the same day as the elections. 
I only wish I would have known of your letter prior to 
publication, but in light of the results it matters not. 
In closing, may I suggest, Mr. Nelson, that you first examine the 
facts, and then make your allegations, if there be any. 
Sincerely, 
kevin russell 
trail reporting staff 
\s 'the russians' are missing A. 
I would appreciate it if the 
person who borrowed my book. 
The Russians by Smith would 
return it to the boo,kcfrop in ;he 
Student Union after he has  
finished reading it. I cannot 
afford to buy another copy. 
Thank you. 
philip klindt 
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herschbach responds 
to tarter art show article 
dr. robert a. herschbach. • • 
To the Editor: 
Since I have been appointed almost total 
responsibility for the Anthony Award Student 
Art Show, I find that I am therewith also granted 
the privilege of commenting upon the 
commenting upon the show. Primarily, I wish to 
thank the art students of UPS for their efforts in 
the various manners of aesthetic expression, since 
the students themselves are responsible for the 
quality of the show. Our gratitude goes likewise to 
those who hung the show and maintained decorum 
during the opening. 
Secondly, I intend to make some remarks 
about the article in last Friday's TRAIL. In her 
article about the Art Show, Teresa Tarter raised 
several "questions', concerning principally the 
manner and the results of the judging. 
Unfortunately, however, Ms. Tarter neglected to 
get her facts straight and also drew some false 
conclusions. Noting that "UPS takes 30% of the 
price of each piece to go toward the scholarship 
fund," Ms. Tarter decided on her own that "this is 
nearly one-third of the price"(!) "and seems 
inordinately high when most students having work 
in the show need money themselves" and that "it 
forces the students to set higher prices on their 
work ... " The Anthony Award Show is NOT 
"The Anthony Award Show is NOT designed as 
a money making operation..." 
designed as a money-making operation for the art 
students, but rather as a means of building up the 
principal in the art scholarship fund! Whether the 
students "need money themselves" has nothing to 
do with this show. The students have the 
opportunity to exhibit, which goes on their 
resume, and even to win a category award. In 
return, they are expected to dowate their time and 
the artistic merit of their work, charging only the 
price of materials and production plus 30% to go 
to the scholarship fund. I find it extremely 
disappointing that this specific nature of the 
Anthony Award Show has been totally 
misconstrued. There are other sales during the year 
which offer students the opportunity to picket 
considerable sums, but the Anthony Show is not 
one of them. If the students do not wish to 
support the art scholarship fund, then they do not 
wish to have the Anthony Show. 
Ms. Tarter also stated that "there were only 4 
judges, so a split 2-2 votecaused ties in three of the 
1st place award areas," concluding that 5 or 7 
judges would avoided this "problem". The judging 
was conducted in the following manner: after each 
judge made his choice, the four pieces were set 
apart, and each judge then ranked three of the 
four in order of preference, granting 3 points to 
his first choice, 2 points to his second, and 1 point 
to his third. The work thus garnering the highest 
total was then accorded first prize, though when 
two works received equal support, both were 
awarded first prize in a tie. It is an extremely 
simple and efficient method, in which the number 
of jurors plays no role whatsoever. Anyone may 
argue with me about the appropriateness of this 
system, I will be happy to defend it. I only insist 
that it be understood and reported correctly. (As 
an after-thought, I wonder why Ms. Tarter 
considers equal recognition to two works in a 
category a "problem".) 
Ms. Tarter was also disturbed by the fact that 
"the judges themselves were not all professionals 
in the field of art." While this statement is 
encouragingly factual, Ms. Tarter must be wary of 
those of us with liberal education and continuing 
interests, for we tend to be quite competent in 
numerous areas, rather than myopic. It is an 
" 'tended to lean ?' What the hell does that mean?" 
oCcupational hazard of a commitment to breadth 
of appreciation and to an improving quality of life. 
The official public qualifications of the judges are 
thus irrelevant. If anyone wishes to quarrel with 
our decisions, then he/she should do so on the 
basis of aesthetic considerations, not by 'relying 
upon inconsequential facts. 
In criticizing the judging, she stated that "the 
panel tended to lean toward the traditional 
conservatism of 'nice' pieces rather that choosing 
some of the more creative, gutsy work". The 
judges "tended"—"to lean"?? What the hell does 
that mean?! Besides, "gutsy'. is no more a 
synonym for "creative" than is "nice". "Creative, 
gutsy work" deserves no awards if it is not as good 
as nice pieces. 
Ms. Tarter continued: "One feels that the 
judges looked at some pieces as if they were 
buying them for their living rooms, rather than 
looking at each work's value as good art (the two 
are not necessarily synonymous)." Really, Ms. 
I therefore categorically reject this analysis. 
Tarter, One feels"? We judges did not hesitate to 
put our decisions and value judgments on the line 
for the public; if you are the "one", then state it. 
In addition, since buying for my living room is 
synonymous with "a work's value as good art", 
that criticism indicates something about the 
reporter and/or readers , but nothing about the 
judging. On behalf of "the panel", I therefore 
categorically reject this analysis. 
Finally, I was very disappointed that the long 
article related virtually nothing about the content 
of the show itself, which is surely the principal 
matter at hand. Criticism of the judging is 
absolutely legitimate, but no reader could possibly 
glean any inkling of what is presented in the show 
from Ms. Tarter's effort. By the way, I do wish to 
concur with her that "the Anthony Awards Show 
is an excellent collection of UPS student work." 
Visit it! 
Now to a related matter. I have also been 
informed that many art students are so upset that 
they plan not to exhibit in the Anthony Awards 
Show in the future. Aside from being absolutely 
devastated by that threat, I intend to reply to 
specific critisicm raised to me personally: 
1)"An award-winner in drawing and an 
honorable mention print are blatant plagiarisms 
from National Geographics." I'm truly sorry, but 
the judges were only required to be knowledgeable 
in art, not in magazine articles! 
"Mitchell Kane's sculpture obviously should 
have won its category and probably the Anthony 
Award as Best-in-Show." Mr. Kane's sculpture was 
not considered in the judging because it was 
common knowledge that he did not wish or intend 
to sell his piece and backed this up with a 
$1500.00 price tag. As Mr. Kane and everyone else 
well knew every piece was to be entered with the 
hope and expectation of being sold in order to 
increase the scholarship fund. We finally decided 
to include the sculpture in the show anyway. It 
was a break! 
Not one cent of the fund has been dispersed to a 
ceramics student... 
"The F. Carlton Ball Art Scholarship Fund 
only gives money to ceramics students thus it is 
unfair to take 30% of the sale income from 
paintings, drawings, prints, and sculptures." This 
notion is completely false. Not one cent of the 
scholarship fund has been dispersed to a ceramics 
student orto any other student! Through various 
functions and other means the principal is being 
built up to a point where eventually scholarship 
money will come from the yearly interest. In this 
way the basis for the funds will not be wiped out 
but rather will continue to produce more return 
year after year. Nor is it true that such 
scholarships will then be granted only to ceramics 
students; all art students will be equally eligible . 
Now, folks, I understand perfectly that mere 
are differences of opinion and great 
disappointment involved here. (Believe me, I have 
become an expert on the phenomenon of the 
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safety/security  explains mission 
A primary emphasis of the student-based Safety /Security 
Program at the University of Puget Sound is the development of 
community responsibility. The University's Safety/Security 
Department can only be of service to the students if all students take 
an active interest in their personal security and an interest in the 
security of other students. 
Secondly, the Safety/Security Program operates to educate 
students regarding personal security practices. All persons are 
encouraged to contact the Safety/Security Office with security 
related problems or questions. In addition, representatives of the 
Department will visit any group upon request to discuss general or 
specific security subjects. 
The Safety/Security Department operates a preventive patrol 
of the campus grounds on a twenty-hour hour basis. In conjunction 
with and in addition to patrol tasks, the Department provides the 
following services to assist in the education and the protection of 
students and their property: 
Through the University and Tacoma Police Department 
Liaison Program, the Safety/Security Department has a police 
officer working on campus full-time to assist in law enforcement 
education and as a resource for security techniques and criminal 
justice matters. 
To protect personal property, students are encouraged to 
record their possessions with the Safety/Security Office. Items such 
as bicycles, stereos and cameras if lost or stolen may be recovered if 
serial numbered records are maintained. In addition, the 
Safety/Security Department has electric scribing pencils for use by 
students with which personal property can be more clearly 
identified. Marking property in this manner discourages thefts as 
well as enhances recovery chances should such property turn up 
missiing. 
Pamphlets concerning the protection of persons and property 
are readily available at the Safety/Security Office. This literature 
offers guides and suggestions to preventing personal injury or 
property damage and loss. These materials provide security 
education valuable in any environment; i.e. on campus, at home, etc. 
The Safety/Security Department will respond to any and all 
emergencies on a twenty-four hour basis. Security personnel have 
radio contact with Tacoma Police and Fire Departments and rescue 
services. In addition, Safety/Security personnel are first aid trained 
for initial response to medical emergencies. 
Additional functions performed by the Safety/Security 
Department are: 
a. maintenance of a lost and found center for the campus. 
to. Referral service to resources such as legal aid, emotional, 
alcoholic, narcotics or poison information centers. 
Escort services upon request for students walking on or 
near campus during night hours. 
Admittance of students to academic buildings after regular 
closing hours in accordance with the Building Pass system. 
The Safety/Security Department is capable of serving the student 
in many ways. However, the student must seek help with problem 
situations and must work to protect themselves and their property 
from harm. Through such a cooperative effort the University will 
develop and maintain a secure environment. 
john m. hickey 
director, safety/security 
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women have depth in tennis 
by colleen mckay 
The University of Puget Sound women's tennis team 
has been working out all year to prepare for the spring 
season which begins with a home match next Wednesday, 
March 24, at 2 pm on the UPS home courts. 
Conditioning and skill development began last fall and 
have continued the whole year. Coach Dawn Bowman 
feels the team's dedication is "tremendous!" 
Coach Bowman feels that the caliber of her players 
demands more rigorous competition in order to maintain 
and improve their skills as competitive athletes. Thus, the 
UPS women's tennis program has been expanded to 
include matches in Oregon and Idaho as well as 
Washington. This provides a tougher schedule than ever 
before for the women. 
Patty Nevue, a graduate/Occupational Therapy major, 
is Bowman's assistant coach. Nevue played for Oregon as 
an undergraduate and contributes a great deal to the UPS 
program. 
Bowman and Nevue are excited about the "depth of 
the team." There are 14 women on the team although 
only six will go to any matches. The top six (as of this 
writing) are (1) freshman, Michele Gardiner; (2) 
by ty morris 
The University of Puget Sound 
men's tennis team has been preparing 
with a new coach, 20 sound players 
and high optimism since February for 
the 1976 season. 
Coach Jim Hovee, in his first year, 
is no stranger to UPS tennis as he was 
the ace player on the 1972 varsity 
team. Prior to his coaching here, 
Hovee attended Dennis DerMer 
Tennis University, taught at the 
Northwest Racquet Club in Ftrcrest 
Consideration of .. fiew Physical 
Education faculty MerYttiers was the 
main discussion topic of the Physical 
Education and Recreation Majors and 
Minors (PEM Club) meeting Tuesday, 
March 8. 
PEM Club will . be given the 
equivalent of one faculty vote in the 
consideration of applications to fill 
the openings in the P.E. department 
faculty. 
Faculty advisor Dawn Bowman 
also informed the group that the 
American „Alliance of Health, 
Physical Education and Recreation 
will hold its regional convention in  
sophomore, Cara Sue Cross; (3) senior, Kerry Tilson; (4) 
junior, Leslie Clanton; (5)junior, Zelda Zabinsky; and (6) 
sophomore, Celeste Brilhante.The team is rounded out as 
follows: junior, Lynn Ellen Johnson, sophomore, Frances 
Schenk; sophomore, Eileen Galt; freshman, Robin 
Pitchford; freshman, Deanna Nichols; sophomore, Joan 
Salzer; junior, Lyn Truesdell; and junior, June Fothergill. 
This ladder may change, however, due to team challenge 
matches. 
Challenge matches allow a team member to challenge a 
player no more than two positions above her and try to 
move up in position on the ladder. If the challenger wins 
the match the two players exchange positions on the 
ladder. 
Bowman feels that the challenge matches are desirable 
to "maintain a competitive edge" among the players and 
to provide "a method or technique for those with less 
experience." 
Bowman is looking forward to the season and hopes 
the women will find it a meaningful experience since, as 
she said, "the measure of a team's success is not the 
win-loss record." 
powerful nucleus according to Hovee. 
Six singles and three doubles will be 
competing in the Loggers sixteen 
matches this spring. 
Hovee figures Pacific Lutheran to 
be the Loggers' strongest competition 
in their goal to ultimately reach the 
NCAA regionals. 
With this year's strong team and a 
strong overall program being built, 
Hovee hopes to create more student 
support and generate tennis fever at 
UPS. 
Mens Intramural Results 
Division A 
Blue Duck 71—Tort Feasors 42 
Beta A70—AWT 58 
Phi Delt A 91—Law School B 22 
Sigma Nu A 42—Subchapter 41 OT 
McSorley AC 49—Black Hawks 42 
Division 
Beta B 43—Heltsley 41 
Trail Blazers 65—Sigma Nu C 19 
Regester 67—Tina's 29 
Phi Delt C 49—Dollomite 31 
Beta B 62—Odds n Ends 33 
Ward Smith 83—Mad Dogs 20 
track begins 
The UPS track team opened its 1976 outdoor season 
with a non-scoring meeting at Bellevue Community 
College last Saturday afternoon. 
The Polar Bear Relays, as the meet is known, is an 
annual event, with over ten schools competing in the 16 
events this year. 
The event is used by Coach Peyton and the Logger 
cindermen as a tune-up for the regular season opener on 
March 27, a dual meet at the University of Portland. 
The Logger's distance medley of Willie Browne, 1320, 
Steve Frische, 440, Mark Torgerson, 880, and Mark 
Brown, one mile, captured first place in the meet. 
The sprint medley, Reggie Brown, Calvin Saunders, 
Steve Frees, and Steve Miner, took second place in the 
meet. 
Frees and Saunders combined with Lloyd Zimmerman 
and Alex Drumins for a fourth place in the 440 relay. 
Individual placers were Frank Olotoa, fourth in the 
discus, Randy Moon, fifth in the 120 high hurdles, and 
Alex Krumins, sixth in the 440 intermediate hurdles. 
Key distance runners, Brian Brouillet and Leon 
Bombardier were forced to miss the event hurting the 
Loggers hopes in the three and six mile runs. 
Another area of disappointment for Logger mentor 
Joe Peyton was the 120 high hurdles, where one Logger 
was disqualified for a false start and another fell over the 
last hurdle. 
Coach Peyton pointed out that it is still very early to 
make a valid assessment of the squad's performance last 
Saturday, but he did indicate he was pleased with the 
outcome, and in particular the results of the relays. 
• hovee opt i m istic about tennis team 
and is a member of the United States 
Pro Tennis Association. 
Hovee is excited to be back and 
feels this is one of the strongest UPS 
tennis teams in years. Hovee has been 
impressed by the play of Belgian Eric 
DePoortere, who is the teams top 
singles player. 
The five other singles player, Ben 
Jones, John Jacobson, Randy Smith, 
Jack Whiddal and returning letterman 
Chris Woodruff, form a very 
pem club considers faculty vote 
Portland on April 22-24. Next year, 
AAHPER will have its national 
convention in Stattle. Now, PEM 
Club receives no funds for attending 
these meetings but Bowman plans to 
see what she can do to help the UPS 
students. 
Another item of interest in the 
meeting was the sponsorship of trips 
to the Olympics in Montreal this 
year. For every 25 people who go, 
one PEM Club member could go free. 
Next on the club's planning list is 
a departmental party which is 
tentativelyset for the first week in 
May. 
the beating goes on... 
-t-77;whe campaign trail 
voters still rootbound 
by penny drost 
A few months ago a National Campaign Act provided 
for public financing of candidates running for federal 
office. Last year House Bill 828 was introduced into our 
State Legislature which did much the same thing for 
candidates running for state office. It has yet to pass and 
the issue here still remains unsolved. 
The premise for such iegislation lies in the old axiom, 
"money is the root of all evil." Assuming this is true, the 
course of action then would indeed be to provide money 
so special interests could not buy and sell public officials. 
But this solution, by its nature, ignores an even more 
basic problem in our elective process: the uninformed, 
unconcerned, and uninvolved voter. 
How can a person justify our Legislature's inability to 
address and solve such problems as school financing, 
energy, public pension reform, and malpractice insurance 
simply on the grounds of campaign financing? 
The 1972 Public Disclosure Law, providing for public 
records of all money contributed and spent in a campaign, 
was designed to make financial information available to 
citizens so that they might better evaluate a candidate. 
However, it had no way of enforcing its use by those 
citizens. Consequently, the only ones who bothered to 
by malcolm turner 
In an exclusive interview last week, Willie May Reid, 
Socialist Workers Vice-Presidential candidate, said "both 
the Democratic and Republican parties are financed by 
the very rich. The working class must take to the streets 
as in the 1930's to bring about the change in this system 
they will be convinced of by our party. They have no 
choice but to do so." 
Reid, appearing at UPS on a western campaign swing, 
said that "the leadership of the Socialist Workers Party" 
played a "very crucial role." Citing Minneapolis-based 
organizer Farrel Dobbs as a leader in union organization 
during the 1930's as well as a socialist activist, Reid said 
that the current movement of her party was "a 
continuation of that struggle for industrial organization." 
"The economic system in the United States 
today . . . capitalism ... was able to make many of the 
concessions raised in that movement." She went on to say 
fighting working organizations... 
that "independent representation was stifled and fed right 
into the daily role of the Democratic Party." 
When asked the modern connection between the 
major unions and the Socialist Workers Party, Reid said 
that "the rank and file membership .. . certainly have the 
potential to become the fighting working organizations 
that they were back in the 1940's." She went on to say 
that unions are the basis for a struggle to return, in her 
words, "the say-so back to the people in regards as to now 
the government is run." 
"The present bureacracy will not be the leadership in 
the struggles to come ...,the rank and file will begin 
fighting for a decent standard of living. This struggle will 
create the new leadership that will represent these 
interests and begin fighting for them." 
When asked whether she expected major support from 
the rank and file of labor unions, Reid claimed "the kind 
of support we are able to receive right now in our 
campaign will come from the 'ordinary American person. 
Those are the people who give their time, their money 
and their talents to the national campaign. They make it 
possible . . for us to continue to participate in the kind 
of struggles that have developed across the country like 
cutbacks on the campuses, school desegregation in the 
city of Boston, fight to pass the equal rights amendment. 
Its those ordinary individuals who make it possible for us 
to do those types of things." 
Commenting on the "radical" image of her party's 
publication, The Militant, Reid said the stories within it 
are "very to the point. The fact that we are not afraid to 
take a position shows-very clearly that the publications of 
•,  
read the information it provided were groups like 
Common Cause and candidates interested in their 
opponent's resources. 
Creating matching funds for candidates through state 
money derived from taxes, as HB 828 does, has a similar 
problem. Now John Q. Citizen will be donating to various 
and sundry candidates, but still without having to care 
about who, what, or why. 
The cost incurred for running for office comes from 
the fact that people won't come to the candidate, he or 
she has to go to them. Public forums have empty chairs, 
political organizations, partisan, bipartisan, and 
nonpartisan alike go wanting for membership, eligible 
voters go unregistered, registered voters don't go to the 
polls, and campaign committees lack volunteers. Instead, 
what a person might have learned by getting off his duff 
comes to him or her via paid advertising through the 
media, posters, billboards, pamphlets, and mass mailings, 
etc., all at an astronomical price. 
In Washington's 1974 General Election, only 55% of 
the registered voters voted, and 20% of those eligible to 
vote were not registered. America has endured many 
tragedies, but the dilemma of her citizens not caring goes 
without equal. 
the major media's is 'objective' only as one more bit of 
the medicine they use to anesthetize people to reality. The 
struggles that we cover in our publication The Militant, 
are actual struggles that are taking place." 
"Certainly our publication is an organ of our party. 
The daily newspapers of the ruling class of this society 
communicate what they want the people to know." 
Does not your newspaper then communicate what you 
want your people to know? 
"Yes," Reid replied, "the truth. We don't have any 
desire to cloud the facts about what is really happening in 
this country ... or this world. The facts are there for the 
people to read and see and then decide for themselves 
what their position is. What we say is that if you agree 
with our position then join us in our struggle." 
Reid said her party has a firm plan for the national 
government, including a 100 percent tax on income over 
$35,000. "This," she said, "would be used to finance a 
jobs program and ... begin a redistribution of wealth, 
increasing the standard of living for a vast majority of the 
population." 
"It's very, very hard for me to understand how the 
image of the Socialist Workers Party" could be kooks and 
freaks, she replied to a question about the makeup of her 
political party. 
"The leadership and the membership of the party are 
people who came out of the struggles of the past years." 
"We are concerned about the establishment of a 
socialist platform. We don't care about the people in this 
movement, but in the platform and programs to be 
adopted in this movement." "People have a lobby 
when they take to the streets . .. it is the most effective 
lobby. Congress will never legislate socialism ... the 
People must fight for a socialist society." 
Do you want a socialist state? 
Finally, Reid was asked what it is to have a socialist 
state? 
"Let me ask you ... Do you want the ability to have 
your individual opinion to have clout in the decision 
making process? Do you want to be guaranteed the 
opportunity to develop your potential to its maximum, 
and then corm ibute to the society as a whole on the basis 
of that development? Do you want to stop worrying 
about what color people are ... what sex people 
are ... before you can interact with those people? Do 
you want to be guaranteed the best damn standard of 
living you can possibly get, and then move on to 
something possibly even better? Do you?" 
If you do, says Willie May Reid, you want a socialist 
state. 	 t 
'  
by malcolm turner 
In Illinois this week, we all learned some interesting lessons in the politics 
of the past, present and future. 
For the past: a non-presidential race, pitting incumbunt Governor Daniel 
Walker against Mayor Richard Daley's handpicked candidate, Michael Howlett. 
Howlett, a tentative political Pinocchio of the Daley machine, proved too 
much for anti-Daley Dan Walker, who won office four years ago running 
against the Chicago Machine. In the past four years of his term, Walker tried to 
play the liberal-conservative game that has proved so successful for his 
California counterpart, Jerry Brown (who, we might add, has announced as a 
presidential candidate). But Walker couldn't compete. Liberals called him a 
penny-pincher, conservatives called him a fraud, and moderates didn't trust 
him at all. 
I am inclined to believe that Walker's defeat, and Daley's victory, to call it 
what it is, is due more to the mistakes of Dan Walker than the clout of the 
crusty machine run by "hizzoner" Richard J. Daley. At least I hope so. 
For the present, then, lets talk about presidents ... and almost-presidents, 
and want-to-be-presidents, and all the other types who seek to sit in the White 
House either in January or in their dreams. 
Ford wrapped up another victory over challenger Ronald Reagan, showing 
more incumbancy than competency, as both of them turned up after this 
primary covered with much and tar. 
Ford has proven, at least, that his own party likes him. But he has proved 
something more. For while the Democrats continue their course of political 
flip-flop in winning primaries, Ford has increasingly and consistently won 
every primary he has entered. 
Carter, excuse the phrase, won in Illinois. It was has second direct defeat of 
George Wallace, and is supposed to prove his "cross-cut" appeal in the 
Democratic Party. What it really shows is the lack of real opposition to Carter 
inside his own party. 
For the future, then, we must now consider the upcoming convention in 
July. 
Democrats almost always choose the candidate most popular in their party 
at the time of the selection process. Let's look at the facts: first, Carter runs 
second in popular polls within his own party; second, a New York Times-CBS 
poll, confirmed by others, shows anywhere from 35 to 48 percent of the 
Carter _voters prefer another candidate. Who? The name is a political fireball in 
the night. It is Hubert Horatio Humphrey. 
He leads the polls, he leads as the top choice of his party's state chairman, 
he is the oldest "golden boy" in his party; his fleece is increasingly desired by 
many who want something more than old men in wheel chairs and grinning 
confidences about peanuts. 
But Humphrey won't run ... or even walk. He refuses, he says to 
"humiliate" himself in the presidential sweepstakes, as we know it most surely 
is a humiliating exercise. 
Nevertheless, in this columnist's opinion, only Humphrey can realistically 
win for his party. He holds loyalties far and beyond those tentatively claimed 
by Carters and Jacksons. 
I am convinced that only Humphrey can successfully carry his party's 
banner with any modicum of success in the fall. But he must get into the 
race-very soon. 
Should he opt not to run ever, his party is in for a rough ride as either 
Jackson or Carter win the nomination, as one of them probably will, and give 
birth to a political abortion that can't win in November. 
And it will be too bad for us all. 
The past and the present notwithstanding, the future, after all, is at stake. 
Willie May Reid 	 photo by tod parker 
socialist v-p candidate states: 
chan ge is in the streets 
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jc superstar debuts tonight 
- entertainment 
festival to offer cultural 
by kathy thurin 
Planning is now underway for the 
1976 International Festival, set for 
Saturday, Apr il 24. Tentative 
entertainment includes an Arabian 
Belly Dancer, a :;even-piece 
Vibraphone band from West Africa, a 
Japanese Karate demonstration, and 
much more. 
The format for this year's festival 
will be similar to last year's successful 
endeavor by the UPS International 
Club. Members of the club work hard 
to provide all UPS students with an 
opportunity to experience foreign 
cultures and to make them aware of 
the extensive variety of backgrounds 
and nationalities of UPS students. 
The festival will take place in the 
SUB lounge beginning at 7:00 pm 
with a host of food sampling and 
exhibition booths. Last year over 23 
countries were represented, serving 
native dishes, showing slides, and 
explaining some of the unique 
customs of their people. 
A special section of children's 
entertainment is scheduled from 8:30 
to 9:00 pm this year. It willfeature a 
puppet show by UPS Foreign 
Language Professor Jacqueline 
Martin. 
The main entertainment from 
9:00 to 11:00 promises to be an 
exciting mixture of music, singing, 
dancing and demonstrations with 
possible audience participation. 
Any student, faculty members or 
member of the community having  
exchanges 
ideas for a booth or act are invited 
to contact the appropriate committee 
chairperson soon. 
Eight committees have been 
designated for the planning and 
execution of the festival. Director of 
the festival Tom Pantley meets with 
committee chairpersons every 
Sunday afternoon at 12:30 in the 
SUB lounge planning the event. 
Students interested in helping with 
the festival in any way can attend or 
contact: Jolene Perry, production, 
756-4610; Gina Seashore, 
Entertainment, 756-4611; Steve 
ft/lusto, Food and Booth, 756-4613; 
Ann Robertson, Set-up, -756-4611; 
and Gert Meulink, Reception and 
program, 752-3775.  
by jim larrison 
For a mere pittance the students of UPS have an opportunity to see one of 
the most controversial shows that has ever been produced on Broadway. This 
Friday and Saturday, in McIntyre 006, the movie version of Jesus Christ 
Superstar will make its campus debut. 
Jesus Christ Superstar was written and originally produced in England. Tim 
Rice, an ex-law student turned lyricist, wrote the words found in the songs of 
the show. Andrew Lloyd Webber wrote the music. Together, these two 
phenomenal men, in their early twenties back in 1970, produced one of the 
most exciting accounts of the last days Jesus spent on Earth. In the show, 
Jesus is given as not only a divine being, he is also shown to be a man with 
feelings, thoughts, and doubts typical of most of us human beings. Judas 
Iscariot has been brilliantly revealed as being a man who quite possibly never 
would have done the deed with which we are all familiar, but his will is no 
match for divine providence as events and the actions of others force him to 
play his history making role. 
The music of the show is powerful. The leaders of almost every religion 
were shocked and appalled to hear the story of Christ set to rock music. But 
the show is so good, what probably shocked them was to hear a human sound 
come from their over-read scriptures. When Jesus does a soul-scream during a 
moment of self-doubt, it nearly wrenches your heart from your chest with 
emotion. Many of the songs from the show are familiar to all today such as 
Mary's "I Don't know how to Love Him," and the "Superstar" theme itself. 
The result of most controversy is that people begin to think for themselves. 
And at last it was admitted by most that that was what Jesus Christ Superstar 
had done. Jesus and those who participated in his fate are given a realistic 
interpretation by Rice and Webber. An interpretation so graphic and yet 
artistic, that you can't walk away5from the movie without being moved in 
your thinking! 
Jazz group AIRBRUSH packed 'em into the SUB lounge to see their March 9 performance. 
painfully 
by chuck richardson 
The Seattle Repertory Theatre did not close its '76 
season with a bang. On the contrary, the fuse was too 
soggy to light. The play, Noel Coward's "Private Lives", 
was embarrassingly bad after a season that was marvelous 
up until this point. 
Admittedly, I am not familiar with Sir C3ward's work. 
But, judging from this play, I don't feel any irresistable 
urge to search out his life's accomplishments. Beyond that, 
I feel that Coward could have had a great success writing 
for T.V. and I don't mean that as a compliment. The plot 
was totally predictable. The characters were shallow and 
stereotyped-Well, the program notes said that he wrote 
"Private Lives" in four days. One wonders if that was day 
and n ight or just during afternoon tea. 
The actors did nothing to help. Wait, let me clarify 
that. The leads did nothing to help. It seemed to me that 
Farley Granger, who played Elyot Chase, was doing his 
best to imitate Danny Kaye. It was a nice imitation but  I 
could have stayed home and seen the real Danny Kaye on 
the late show. As much as Mr. Granger mugged it seemed 
that he would make abetter living on dark streets. 
Margaret Hall, who played Amanda Prynhe; Mira' 
photo by ted parker 
Rampino, they accentuated each character and brought 
out the flavor of the period. 
The sets were quite elaborate but  I feel that Amanda's 
apartment was too modern. The sets were designed by 
Robert Dahlstrom. 
Duncan Ross' direction was not up to his usual par. 
The big fight scene between Ms. Hall and Mr. Granger was 
unbelievable, even for the stage. And the rest of the show 
was uninspired as well. 
Dear R.E.P., I'm sorry but "Private Lives" left a sour 
taste after a wonderful season that you should be proud of. 
Dear readers, do yourselves a favor and go out to see a 
play some evening. The worst play will beat T.V. all to 
hell.  
where to go. . . 
by jan bal 
Every picture at 5:00 on weekdays at the Tacoma Mall theater is  1/ price. 
"One Flew Over the Cukoo's Nest" is now being shown there at that 
hour ... "Sherlock Holmes' Smarter Brother", starring Gene Wilder, Marty 
Feldman and Madeline Kahn is playing at the Narrows Theater on 6th Ave. If 
you enjoyed "Young Frankenstein", you'll like this ... A great new Chinese 
restaurant, "The China Mum", just opened on S. 19th and Mildred in the new 
Safeway shopping center. Prices range up to $5.35 a meal. They're open from 
11:00 to 11:00 on weekdays and till 12:00 on weekends. Call 564-8383 for 
reservations.... If you feel like . going to the beach, try Kopachuck state park. 
It's a rocky beach and some interesting things can be found beachcombing 
there. The park department has installed fire pits and picnic tables. Hiking 
trails stretch all through the woods. They also have showers if you're brave 
enough to try swimming. To get there head out across the Narrows bridge on 
Hwy. 16, then follow the signs to Kopachuck. 
with ASB card / $ 1.00 without ASB card 
'private lives' ends rep. season 
pleasant stage personality but her mood changes and 
transitionsreminded me of a three way light bulb; mad, 
(click), cuddly, (click), sarcastic, (click), off. 
Gil Rogers and Sharon Spellrioan, played Victor 
Prynne and Sibyl Chase, respectively, and played them 
well. Both were fine character actors, who were excellent 
in their supportive roles. 25C 
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time. And here's something special. The Phase-Lock-Loop FM 
Multiplex Demoduiator for maximum separation and minimum 
distortion on FM stereo broadcasts. Not a better receiver around 
in this price range. After all, it's a Marantz. Ready to step-up to 
a superior stereo system without stepping up in price? Step in 
to our store today. 
only $299.95 
irlra namibitm -RAE. 
We sound better 
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nurses plan social 
by connie brooks 
Another social event is in the 
making at the school of nursing. Due 
to the huge success of the Christmas 
ball, the stud,nts have concluded 
that it is possible to maintain a social 
life while at T.G. 
This forth-coming affair is titled 
the "All School Spring Boogie". It is 
scheduled for April 10th, from 9 pm 
to 2 am at the Knights of Columbus 
Hall on 6th and Pine. 
Attire is expected to be casual 
and seasonal. (spring!) Nuts, chips 
and other goodies will be furnished. 
"Solid Gold" will offer various 
types of music, including Beatles, 
Beach Boys, 50's and top hits. Thirty 
junior officers of the Royal Canadian 
Navy have been invited. Price for the 
evening is $6.00 per couple. UPS 
students are welcome to come. 
Tickets can be obtained by calling 
MA7-1181. 
Other happenings include the 
beginning of spring quarter. 
F reshmen are busy with 
Microbiology 246, English 101, and 
Nursing Fundamentals. Juniors have 
American Political System 111, 
Development and Learning 502, and 
Medical-Surgical Nursing. 53 seniors 
are enjoying their last quarter with 
Administrative Behavior, Nursing 
Management and plans for 
graduation. 
The class of 1979, next fall's new 
group, is being interviewed these 
days. Prospective nursing students are 
taking Smeltzer examinations and 
hoping for acceptance. 
At the time of this publication, 
seniors have only 61 DAYS 'TIL 
GRADUATION. 
180 proof' to perform tuesday 
One of Spokane's finest Funk and Top 40 bands, '180 PROOF' will visit The Great 
Hall Tuesday. Admission with student id is 25 cents and $2 without. 
american photo history displayed 
'':,•?•••• 
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What is perhaps the most comprehensive collection on 
the West Coast, surveying the history of American 
photography, opened Thursday, March 4 at the Seattle 
Art Museum, Volunteer Park, and is on view through 
April II, 1976. 
Entitled "American Photography: Past into Present, 
Selections from the Monsen Collection," the exhibition's 
scope is sweeping, in that it consists of both 19th and 
20th century work, with examples of contemporary 
avant-garde work. Over three hundred fifty photographic 
prints will be displayed, including early 
experimentation—daguereotypes, tintype 
ambrotypes. Dr. R. Joseph Monsen, member of the 
Seattle Art Museum board of trustees, and his wife Elaine, 
have assembled this collection to bring together works 
covering the history of photography in America. Their 
collection includes all the major developments and leading 
photographers, as well as the invigorating presence of 
works by lesser known photographers, chosen for 
aesthetic merit. 
In this collection, there are many threads for the 
viewer to pursue in determining whether a particularly 
American photographic eye exists. Following the history 
of the medium, its many initial facets as recorder, 
interpreter, and expression of desire and of pride are seer,. 
One can follow changes in process and technique which 
consequently permitted changes in artistic styles. the 
aesthetics of other media had their impact, countered by 
photography's own reassertion of its representational 
purpose. Ultimately, the viewer can see how life in the 
United States affected photography by the type of 
subject matter it supplied; thus this superb exhibition 
becomes not only an historical survey of American 
photography, but a photographic history of our country 
as well. Looking at the subject matter of American  
photography, one can examine the continuing choices the 
artist faced between the realism so inherent in the 
medium and a more personal, subjective expression. 
During times of war, depression and natural disaster, the 
subject has been so assertive that few artists varied from 
the strong realism it demanded. In less urgent times, or in 
the work of photographers resisting the demands of 
strong subject matter, individual expression surfaces more 
easily. 
This selection of photographs from the Monsen 
collection includes 19th century topographical views, 
portraits and vintage Civil War prints. There are examples 
of work by such well known photographers as Ansel 
Adams, Diane Arbus, Cecil Beaton, Margaret 
Bourke-White, lmogen Cunningham, Edward D. Curtis, 
Walker Evans, Wilhelm Hester (active Tacoma/Seattle, 
1893-19151, Dorothea Lange, Eadweard Muybridge, 
Edward J. Steichen, Alfred Stieglitz, Paul Strand, Edward 
Weston, Minor White plus many more. 
At a time when there are few major collections of 
photography in American museums, the Monsens' 
extensive collection presents viewers the unique 
opportunity for scrutiny and reflection on the 
characteristics of one of our country's comparatively 
lesser known artforms . And the exhibition reinforces 
Alfred Stieglitz' belief, emphatically set forth in 1902, 
that photography is a viable expression in its own right, 
equal to other forms in the visual arts. 
The exhibition and its accompanying catalogue, with 
numerous illustrations, were organized by Anita Ventura 
Mozley, Registrar and Curator of Photography at the 
Stanford University Museum of Art. Professor Douglas 
Wadden, Graphic Design Dpartment at the University of 
Washington, designed the catalogue and assisted with the 
exhibition. 
kiss me croc 
(ZNS) In the wake of the success 
of Jaws Hollywood is already 
preparing to turn out a number of 
other mass-horror movies involving 
killer animals. 
The Wall Street Journal reports 
that one picture already on the 
drawing boards is Piranha. 
The plot of .Piranha begins when 
the deadly fish are placed in a 
reservoir which supplies water to a 
major city, and they promptly swim 
through the water pipes. 
Also beiRg prepared for filming is 
another movie to be called Alligator. 
According to the Journal, Alligator is 
the story of a 100 year old gator that 
kills humans in a florida swamp. And, 
as if Alligator wasn't enough, yet 
another film being considered for 
mass distribution is about a 20 foot 
long crocodile. That movie wil_ be 
titled, quite appropriately, Croc. 
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Germaine Greer discussed contraception at Ft. Steilacoom College. 
fertility discussed 
greer condemns the pill 
by liz code 
On Friday, March 12, Fort Steilacoom Community College sponsored a 
lecture by Germaine Greer, author of the Female Eunich, at Clover Park High 
School. 
A witty, informative lecturer, Greer spoke on "Feminism and Fertility". 
After capturing her audience's interest with a dry sense of humor she discussed 
the facets of fertility. Beginning with man as perhaps the most fertile mammal 
on the face of the earth, she launched into a comparison of male andfemale 
fertility. Females are only fertile thirteen days out of the year she said whereas 
men can produce 80 million sperm on a moments notice. Consequently, for 
those thirteen days, women take pills or use an Intezuterine device to prevent 
pregnancy. 
Greer had extremely negative feelings for the contraceptive pills that 
women take. She fears that many women do not consider what they are 
putting in their bodies when they take the pill. 
"We call it the pill," she said, "we should call it the pills, the millions and 
millions of pills that are taken for those few days out of the year." 
Several different kinds of pills, especially those of the sequential variety, 
have been taken off the market because they cause cancer, or other harmful 
side effects. However, the women that were on those harmful pills were not 
told about their effects, what was in them or why the women were taken off 
of them. 
She continued that doctors often do not totally explain the effects unless 
they are asked. They administer pills, give injections, and put the patient 
through all sorts of grueling tests and exercises but do not tell them what they 
are doing, why they are doing it and the possible results. 
Greer strongly advocates women taking control of their own bodies and 
taking them out of the hands' of others. They ought to seriously understand 
what they are doing to themselves when they go about using a contraceptive. 
The speaker suggested that a clinic run by women for women be organized 
to solve the problem. (Someone mentioned later in the question-answer 
period, that Tacoma had such a clinic: the Alice Hamilton Womens Clinic). 
Greer explained that both the pills and the IUD can cause vaginal infections 
and illnesses that might rage out of control and lead to a hysterectomy. 
Another drug that the noted feminist mentioned was DES, sometimes 
known as the "morning after pill". It induces contractions and has also been 
linked to cancer. 
Since she had very few positive things to say about the two most popular 
forms of birth control, she posed the question of possible alternatives. Of 
course, men could use some form of birth control, but then the man would be 
responsible for conception. In addition, experiments with male contraception 
have come up negative due to deformities and mutations. 
"Should .we all avoid men," she quipped, "and adopt lesbianism as a way 
of life?" 
This suggestion was accepted by the audience with laughter, but she then 
became very serious. 
- I feel that lesbianism is too good to be used simply as a method of birth 
control." 
She then discussed other possibilities. Women still have the diaphram, said 
Greer, despite its ugly appearance and inconvience, however it is a much more 
natural form of contraception. She advocated women get to know their own 
bodies and getting to know their cervical changes and secretions and recognize 
when they are and are not ovulating. 
Greer enlightened her audience with a discussion of new alternatives to 
birth control, and DES. 
A prostaglandin is a pill that is implanted on the wali of the uterus and 
causes contractions each month which makes birth control and abortion' 
unnecessary. It produces the same effect as DES but without all the dangerous 
side effects. 
Greer stressed that the experimental stage has been completed and was 
successful-further research cannot be continued. Large drug companies, who 
funded the research, have found that they make more money off the 
contraceptive pills than they would off of the prostoglandins. The lecturer 
expressed outrage at such a state of affairs and suggested that individuals take 
action against the companies especially the companier who had taken pills off 
the market. 
Germaine Greer ended her discussion with a question answer period. The 
audiences' reaction to the lecture was altogether, very enthusiastic from 
IN9itroing. -ttrend. -Asyshc1nsecr.wirtr.w.funt -xif.apateuse.trgrar.itms.utri.1% - . 
exemplified the v ,rum :it t; Tilde she possessed throughout the evening.  
ot sponsors workshop 
The Student Occupational Therapy Association of UPS is sponsoring its 
2nd Annual Workshop: "Sexuality and the Handicapped". 
The workshop will be offered to students and professionals in the field of 
rehabilitation and persons who are physically disabled. It will be held for two 
days, FridayandSaturday, April 9 and 10 and will last from 9 am to 4 pm each 
day. 
Tori Livingston will be the main speaker for the event. She has spent LVA 
years as education director for Planned Parenthood in Seattle and is presently 
a Consultant for Sex Education for the handicapped. She has an M.A. from 
the University of Washington and is certified as a Sex Educator. Tori is also a 
member of the American Association of Sex Educators and Counselors 
(AASEC). 
The objectives of the workshop are for the participants to: 1. Increase their 
knowledge of human sexuality. 2. Gain insigts into their own feelings and 
reactions about human sexuality and how this can affect their counseling 
others. 3. Increase their understanding of the physically disabled persons' 
attitudes toward sexuality 
sexual behaviors 
problems in expressing and dealing with sexuality 4. Improve their 
effectiveness in working with disabled people and their partners and family. 
The format of the workshop utilizes a speaker, movies, group discussions 
and handouts. It is intended to help participants examine, in a supportive 
environment, their feelings and attitudes on sexual issues. Guidance will also 
be offered in developing skills to interview and counsel disabled persons about 
their sexuality. 
The workship will be held in the basement of Kilworth Chapel, at UPS. 
There is a fee of $10 for students and $15 for others. It is desirable that 
registrants attend the entire workshop for maximum benefits. Those who 
would be unable to attend the entire program are asked to refrain from 
registering to allow others who will be able to, to register. 
There will be limited registration, so pre-registration is required. 
Registration forms are available in the O.T. Department. One can also register 
by sending their name and address, phone number and fee to: Workshop, 
SOTA, School of Occupational Therapy, University of Puget Sound, Tacoma, 
Wa. 98416;or by bringingthe same to the O.T. Department. Application for 
registration is asked to be submitted no later than April 2nd. 
Any proceeds from the workshop will be used by SOTA and put toward 
funding transportationfor students to attend the American Occupational 
Therapy Association Annual Convention in San Francisco next fall. 
If there are any questions please contnt the O.T. Department or any of 
the members of the workshop committee: Pat Kowa!, Karen Hanson. Lori 
Mueller, Pat Smith or Judy Beers. 
Karen Peterson (left) and J. J. Wilson. 
are women assertive? 
After an exciting and interesting week with J.J. Wilson and Karen 
Peterson (speakers from California State College to be covered in next week's 
TRAIL), the Women Studies program is now looking ahead to some flicks and 
an Assertiveness Training program. 
"Women today are stereotyped to be passive, not assertive," stated Marilyn 
Myers, the instructor of a non-credit "Assertiveness Training" class offered on 
Thursdays from 7-10 pm in Jones Hall room 302. Students in the class will be 
taught through role playing how to interact in every day encounters with 
business transactions and close relationships. They will learn through 
interpersonal communication skills to ask for what they want and how not to 
be held back by stereotyping. The class costs $30 and is offered for 10 weeks. 
More students are welcome. 
"Assertiveness Training" is,a non -credit class offered by the Continuing 
Education Program. Other classes in Women Studies were to be offered by 
the Continuing Ed. Program but were cancelled because of low enrollment. 
The program is open to new suggestions for classes next fall. They are planning 
on setting up from 40 to 50 new classes. 
The film It Happens to Us will be shown Monday, March 22 at 7:30 pm in 
McIntyre 006 and on Tuesday, the 23rd in Jones 203. Ellen Frankfort, author 
of Vaginal Politics stated "It Happens to Us is the best film I've seen on 
abortion. In presenting women of diverse class, age, and life style, Amalie 
Rothschild succeeds in showing how universal a problem, or, more accurately, 




An accident occured at the 
intersection of M. 15th and Lawrence 
Wednesday morning, March 10, when 
a Harrington Hall resident 
experienced a leg muscle spasm, 
causing her to fall. 
The spasm incapacitated her, and 
she was unable to protect herself 
from the fall. She suffered serious 
cuts on her forehead and hands. 
Sefety/Security was called. They in 
turn got help from the Tacoma Fire 
Department Rescue Unit, who 
transported the woman to Tacoma 
General Hospital for treatment. 
A small crowd of curiousity 
seekers had formed around the 
woman while she was incapacitated; 
only a few of them rendered any 
assistance. 
•** 
Tuesday afternoon, March 16, a 
student reported that his 1974 Volvo 
was vandalized, resulting in 
approximately $1300 damage. 
Apparently a sharp object was run 
along both sides of the vehicle, 
causing two seperate scratches about 
4 or 5 feet long. 
On the same day at about 5 pm, a 
student reported a theft. His car, 
parked in the Todd Hall parking lot, 
was broken into. The theives had 
taken a tape deck, tapes and tape 
case, total value around $180 to 
$190. 
A Register Hall student reported a 
theft from her room on Monday, 
March 14th. She had left her door 
unlocked for a short time between 12 
and 1 am Monday morning and 
discovered her wallet and $5.00 
stolen. 
On Saturday, March 13th, four 
neighborhood juveniles reported to 
Safety/Security that two other boys, 
aged sixteen, were smoking marijuana 
in the Thompson Woods area. 
The suspects had offered the boys 
marijuana and had used abusive and 
threatening language towards them. 
Safety/Security investigated, and 
confiscated a small quantity of 
marijuana from the boys and advised 
them against returning to campus. 
The juveniles' parents were notified 
of the incident. 
$122.04 in cash was stolen from 
Cellar Ten, Sunday night March 14th. 
A Cellar Ten employee reported that 
an unidentified male, about 20 years 
old, entered Cellar Ten while the cash 
receipts were being placed in bank 
deposit bags. The man left the room, 
later returned, grabbed the bags and 
left the area. The case was ref ered to 
Tacoma Police Department. 
Monday morning, March 8, Head 
Resident Cheryl Ripley reported a 
chain-reaction car accident in the 
Anderson-Langdon Hall Parking lot. 
A Safety/Security spokesman 
explained that at about 7:15 that 
morning anunidentified automobile 
backed into a 1970 Plymouth Fury, 
inflicting $1,000 damage. The force 
was great enough to shove the 
Plymouth into a 1963 Dodge Dart, 
causing $600 damage. The Dodge 
struck a Ford Count Sedan, creating 
$100 damage. The first vehicle then 
left the scene. 
The accident was put under 
qF 4E6 	 - 	 . 
Preventative Inquiry, Well Kept Secrets Revealed, and What Makes Sally Run?. 
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Why a capping ceremony? Previously, at T.G. the receiving of a cap 
signified the end of a probationary period at the school. Although this 
probation has been abolished, capping has beenmaintainedfor tradition. It still 
has great significance for those receiving their caps. 
What does the nurse's cap signify? According to a recent T.G. capping 
program, it is "symbolic of a crown, an emblem of Loyalty, a badge of 
Service. It represents the honesty, kindness, sympathy, dignity and courage 
expected of those who wear it." 
The newly capped freshmen indicated greater feelings of belonging and 
acceptance as student nurses. One freshman said "I feel more dignified, 
professional and accomplished when I wear my cap." 
For freshmen, T.G.'s cap is plain white. At the end of the first year a 
"striping" ceremony gives the new juniors a blue cloth stipe to attach to the 
left corner. Seniors wear the narrow blue stripe across the entire cap. New 
graduates receive black stripes signifying their completion of the program. 
Most T.G. students enjoy pinning on their caps as part of their uniform. 
They take great pride in their appearance and feel professional wearing their 
caps. The cap denotes many things to many people, and is still a great part of 
the nursing image. 
future food 
Doctor V. B. Neyer-Rochow of 
the University of Western Australia 
believes that we could solve the 
world's problem of human food 
shortage by developing 
super-nutritious giant insects—like 
cattle and sheep. 
Neyer-Rochow says that if we 
used the same techniques employed 
in breeding dairy and meat animals, 
we could produce giant cockroaches 
and termites that would be tastier 
and perhaps more nutritious than 
hamburger. 
4k'w 
nurses capping ceremony 
by connie brooks 
Each year Tacoma General Hospital School of Nursing holds a "capping" 
ceremony. Many people don't understand the purpose of this event and the 
significance of the cap. 
Why a cap? Some theories claim it originally kept the hair in place, and 
others argue it served to identify nursing personnel. The true insvver has never 
been found. 
Every lady of Florence Nightengale's day wore a cap indoor. Many nuns 
who served as the earliest nurses wore a habit. Queen Victoria set the style of 
her time With her cap of "plain white stiffened muslin with ruching framing 
her face." 
Whatever the reason, the cap has remained. All are individual and therefore 
one can identify the training school of a nurse by her cap. 
In earlier days, caps usually consisted of ruffled muslin. Most often, they 
were rounded and fit closely. Woin on the top of the head, they covered much 
of the hair. 
Most modern caps lack the curves and ruffles of their ancestors. These caps 
are worn more to the back, and do not cover the hair as effectively. Caps have 
changed with th. 
survival 
pu:yet sound killer whales 
and ' harp seals endangered 
by peter orser 
Can we iustity making Puget Sound a marine mammal 
sanctuary? 
Without such a preservative measure, many people fear 
that numerous species of Puget Sound seal life are 
doomed to extinction. Continuation of present inhumane 
disreguard of the mammal population can only result in 
its ultimate destruction. Two mammals particularly 
endangered at the present time are the Killer Whale and 
the Harp Seal. 
Mike Bigg, Seattle consultant for the "Save our Whale 
Committee", has done extensive research onKiller Whale 
populations in the Sound. He has employed the ferry 
riding and pleasure cruising public to report any sighting 
of the animal to him by hotline. Bigg then confirms 
sightings by aircraft and photographs the whales in a 
chase boat. 
The researcher has been the first to develop a method 
of population tabulation that is not harmful to the 
animals. He has eliminated repetition in counting by 
devising a system of revealing markings. The dorsal fin 
and black and white markings serve as the indicators. 
Each whale will have different colors and contour 
configurations. His findings reveal that there are 
approximatly 19 pods (whale groups) or about 210 
individual animals in the entire Puget Sound. 
However, he has found only 65 individuals or 4 pods 
south of the Campbel  I R iver. 
If this figure is accurate, it would be reproductively 
safe to capture 7 to 8% a year, disregarding the 
interruption of a delicate Killer Whalesocial system. 
With only 65 Killer Whales in the lower Puget Sound, 
how can we justify their removal for places like Sea World 
Inc? 
To answer this, there are several points that must be 
considered: 
	 The Killer Whale is a very social animal. 'Separation 
of members of the pod may have reproductive and social 
repercussions. Capture by man will mean smaller pods. 
Smaller pods will mean less chance of reproductive 
recovery for the small South Sound population. 
 Permits in the past have been issued without 
biological data on capture effects and social structure. 
Therefore, it stands to reason that the permits were issued 
purely on economic grounds. This practice should not be 
continued until the Killer Whale population is more 
readily understood.  
The present methods of capture are inhumane. The 
mortality rate of captured Killer Whales is 75% after two 
to three years. For example, since capture of the Killer 
Whale began in the Sound, 263 have been captured, 200 
have been let go or have escaped, 12 were killed in 
capture, and 12 are now alive. 
	 Every killer whale resident of southern Puget 
Sound has been captured at least once; some up to six 
times (Pacific Search, Russ Mahoney). However, these are 
minimal figures because of the controversy involved in an 
unecessary capture. Since captivity has a biological as well 
as psychological effect on an animal; imagine the effect if 
it has been captured six times. 
The dangers to species continuation have been clearly 
outlined by so many, that the Evergreen State College first 
annual Orca Symposium sponsored at the university last 
week proposed that Puget Sound be made a whale 
sanctuary. As a result, the Washington State 
Environmental Council has placed a moratorium on the 
capturing of Killer Whales until the effects can be more 
thoroughly understood. 
Terry Newby, who has followed a biological effect of 
progress in the Sound since 1961, has found the HarpSeal 
to be a noteworthy example of man's thoughtless 
disregard of sea life. 
He has found that PCB's, DDT, and heavy metals in 
the Sound have caused some phenomenally high 
percentages of these chemicala as well as rampant birth 
defects in the seal population. 
These seals who live mainly on Gertrude Island, have 
600 parts per million PCB'S in their systems. This is five 
times the normal level. The resultant birth defects make 
survival of the species virtually impossible. 
This phenomenon is not found anywhere else except 
in Puget Sound. Shouldn't we also take a close look at 
protecting the HarpSeal from our negligent society? 
Because whales are so majestic and graceful the public 
has taken a profound interest in their welfare. Hopefully, 
in doing so, they will realize that the whale is not the only 
threatened species in the Sound. 
We need not only a whale sanctuary, but an 
unthreatened area for all of the Sound's marine mammals. 
At least we must realize that the whale and all sea life is 
worth far more than lipstick or transmission fluid. 
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. Roommate needed for view home in Browns Point-
desire a non-smoking male or female. $75 plus utilities. 
Call 927-6849 after 5 pm. 
FEMALE ROOMATE WANTED. Private bedroom, 
kitchen & living room, privileges , washing machine. Two 
miles from UPS. Carl 272-8318. 
Will whoever found a brown coat hanging on the net 
post at the tennis courts Monday, please return it to the 
TRAIL office, Am 214, SUB, or call 756-3278 or 
756-4495, so the owner can come and get it. 
learn to relax 
Intersection Tuesday at 7 to 8:30 pm will feature 
Coretta Mighel, Silva Mind Control Trainer, who will 
speak and then lead us in "the Great Relax," She has 
done pioneering work in moving objects across the table 
with theta thought waves and  in programming future 
happenings. Wear loose clothes. Kilworth  Chapel Lounge. 
golden gate city break 
San Francisco Seminar (a geo-cultural tour of S.F.), 
3:00 pm March 27 to noon April 3. Spend your spring 
break in S.F.!!! Only $75.00, includes transportation, 
room & board (groupies). (Riders only,  $45.00, round 
trip.) If interested see Dr. Anderson, Geology  Dept. 
(T170), or call ext. 3129. Sign up by paying money in 
cashier's office. Last day for sign  up is by 4:30 pm 
Monday March 22. A unique way to spend spring break!!! 
NOTICE: 
TONIGHT'S NCAA DIVISION 
2 BASKETBALL FINALS WILL 
BE BROADCAST ON KMO AT 
5:00 PM IF THE LOGGERS 
LOST ON THURSDAY AND 
AT 7:00 PM IF THE LOGGERS 
WON ON THURSDAY. 
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Due to the calendar change in spring break, 
the TRAIL publishing schedule will change 
accordingly. The newspaper will take its spring 
break on April 2 and will resume publication 
on April 16.  
—.now 
Fr iday 19 March 
Campus Flick: Jesus Christ Superstar 6:30 and 9 pm, Mc006 25 cents w/ASB 
Lakewood Theater Midnite Flick: 2001: A Space Odyssey $1 
UPS Baseball-BananaBelt Tournament, Lewiston JD 
University Chamber Orchestra, 8:15, Jacobsen Recital Hall 
Anthony Awards Student Show, 9 am - 4 pm, Kittredge Gallery 
Saturday 20 March 
Campus Flick: Jesus Christ Superstar 6:30 and 9 pm Mc006, 25cents w/ASB 
UPS BaseballBanana Belt Tournament, Lewiston ID 
Lakewood Theater midnite flick: 2001: A Space Odeyssey $1  
former logger featured 
Ty Morris's guest this week on Sports; vvorld will be 
weightlifter Bernie Klippert. Klippert is a former Logger 
football player and a physical fitness proponent. 
He will discuss the various methods of Weightlifting, 
bodybuilding, techniques and the overall importance and 
forms of physical fitness for each individual. 
get it together kups 
There will be an important meeting of all K UPS staff 
members on Wednesday, March 24, at 7:00 pm in the 
SUB Lounge. 
- 
Sunday 21 March 
UPS Baseball-BananaBelt Tournament Lewiston ID 
Honors Colloquium: Jim Levine "Marx and Literary Crit of the 20th Century," 7pm, McCormick Rm. 
 I 
Sun in Aries 
Spring Equinox 
KUPS Sports World, 6:15 
sunday morning meditation 
Sunday morning: Modern Meditation. 10-12- 
 noon in 
Kilvvorth Chapel Lounge. We 
 are adapting a series of 
ecumenical religious disciplines (Zen, yoga, Tai Ch'i, Sufi 
walks) for the New Age Christian. Form critical study of 
the Bible and fellowship. 
Tuesday 23 March 
UPS Baseball at PLU, 2:30 pm 
Intersection, 7pm, Kilworth 
Agape Fellowship, 7pm Am 1 SUB 
Campus Flick: The Point and Skater Dator 6:30 and 8 pm Mc006 
Wednesday 24 March 
Honors Program: Jean Renoir, Grand Illusion 7 pm Mc006 
Women's Tennis: Fort Steilacoom at UPS, 2pm 
greatest show on earth 
Looking for good, innovative entertainment?! Look 
forward to the Family Circus Theatre group, coming  to 
UPS April 5th at 8:00 pm in the Student lounge. 
Sponsored by the Feminist Student Union. 
Friday 26 March 
Mid term examinations 
SPRING BREAK BEGINS! 
Lakewood Theater midnite flick: Alice'sRestaurant $1 
Thursday 25 March 
Mid term examinations 
Gloria Steinem's B'day (1934) 
Aretha Franklin's B'day (19421 
Elton John's B'day (1947) 
Women's Tennis: PLU at UPS, 3prn 
vocal jazz on for april 
Michael Kysar, a Seattle-based vocai jazz publisher, is 
presenting a Vocal Jazz Celebration on Thursday. April 
15th in the Seattle Opera House. 
The concert, which is open to the public, will feature 
five outstanding vocal jazz groups from the Northwest. 
The groups are: "Soundsation" from Edmonds 
Community College, Frank DeMiero, director; Central 
Washington State College Jazz Choir, John Moawad, 
director; Mt. Hood Community College Vocal Jazz 
Ensemble from Gresham, Oregon, Hal Malcolm, director; 
"Sound Design" from Tyee High School (Highline School 
District), Dave Cross, director; "Studio Singers" from 
Hazen High School 4, (Renton .! School District), Jerry 
McManus, director. 
Tickets are $4.50 at Fidelity Lane Ticket Office. 
Group discounts are available to schools at $3.50 each.  
research presented 
The second annual "Undergraduate Research 
Presentations" will again be held this year for all natural, 
physical and social science majors, offering  them the 
opportunity to present their research to the University 
and members of the community. 
The event will be held on Saturday, May 1st  as an all 
day program beginning at 9:00 am in Thompson Hall. All 
staff and students are invited to attend. Participants 
should pick up an entry form from their advisor and 
return it by April 15th to the Biology Secretary's office 
or to Dr. Blanks. 
british studies passes o ff e red 
Six student "complimentary passes" will be offered to 
English and History majors, allowing them to attend, 
without cost, the Eighth Annual Meeting of the Pacific 
Northwest Conference of British Studies, to be held on 
the UPS campus April 15th and 16th. 
Passes will admit students, without charge, to all nine 
scholarly sessions, where papers will be read by scholars 
of national and international note, as well as to the 
Conference luncheon. 
Interested students should apply either to Professor 
David Smith, History, or Professor Rosemary T. 
VanArsdel, English. 
